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RISH PLUMBING 
MRS 1970 
knows what 
she wants 
And she knows just where to get it. Because the 
hard-hitting advertising, which first sells her on 
the idea of installing Shell and BP Housewarm-
ing, also tells her of the superb service offered by 
her local Appointed Installer. The special Shell 
and BP Appointed Installer's sign is prominently 
featured in each advertisement to help her re-
member it. 
There are hundreds of Mrs. 1970's. All looking for 
the Irish Shell and BP Limited Appointed 
Installer's sign- the sign which they know means 
prompt, efficient service. Hundreds of Mrs. 1970's 
-hundreds of systems to install and service. It's 
obviously very good business to give Mrs. 1970 
what she wants ! 
For Central Heating, 
Irish Shell and BP Limited 
Shell-BP House, 
13-16 Fleet St., Dublin 2. 
December 1964 
& HEATING 
SPECIAL MONTHLY SUPPLEMENT : 
Vol. 4 No. 9 Industrial H eating ·& Ventilating In Ireland 
1
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INSTALLATION AT HYDE PARK CORNER, LONDON 
WESTWOOD 
Vitreous Enamelled 
SANITARY FIRECLAYWARE 
for 
Houses, Hospitals, Schools, Public Buildings, 
Canteens and Factories 
In addition to White can also be supplied in 
the following pastel shades: 
PRIMROSE 
TURQUOISE 
SKY BLUE 
LIGHT GREEN 
BLACK 
GREY 
CORAL PINK 
IVORY 
JOHNSON & SLATER LIMITED 
(Vitreous China Division) 
ALFRED JOHNSON & SON LTD. 
QUEENBOROUGH KENT 
Agent: 
(Sanitary Fireclay Division) 
JOHN SLATER (STOKE) LTD., 
BERRY HILL, STOKE-ON-TRENT. 
C. BRINSLEY SHERIDAN 
10, HFRBERT PLACE, DUBLIN, 2. TELEPHONE: 66283. 
Let us quote you for Boilers by 
B.S.A., HOTSPUR, WILSON, CRANE, IDEAL, POTTERTON 
TRIANCO, GRAHAM STEWART, and others 
Heoting Controls & Devices lttl. 
6 MOUNT STREET CRESCENT, DUBLIN,' 2. I CARROWREAGH ROAD, DUNDONALD, 
Phones: 66480/89. BELFAST, N.J. Tel.: Dundonald 2683 (3 lines). 
Stockists of Components by:-
SATCHWELL, DANFOSS, HONEYWELL, K.D.G., NORMOND, FUNDER, IVO, STEINEN, 
SANGAMO, VENNER, HORSTMANN, OPIO, ANGLO NORDIC, HKL, PEGLER 
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No water fittings were ever so hygienic or so easy to use 
The new Vultex range of hospital water fittings are 
the first of their kind to use plastics and to elimin-
ate the ridges, angled recesses and other dirt traps 
that make cleaning difficult. The controls, which 
can be lever or capstan type, are either moulded in 
one piece from plastic or chrome plated and are in 
a shape evolved through repeated hospital trials. 
The design looks better, feels better and is very 
much easier to clean . Inside, the spindle and con-
trol are tapered to fit each other so that they 
cannot work loose. Not one, but three threads con-
nect when you turn this control to give a much 
NEWVULTEX 
more exact quarter turn movement. The body of 
the fitting is a brass stamping-not the usual sand 
casting. This means smoother joints, and greater 
strength. It also allows fittings to be tailor-made 
much more easily. The swivel joint too, has been 
redesigned. There is no nut to tighten, no packing 
to work loose. And each fitting can have four 
inter-changeable nozzles. New materials, new 
design, new manufacturing techniques. The sort 
of job that has made the Allied lronfounders' 
Vulcathene Division the acknowledged experts in 
this field. 
HOSPITAL WATER FITTINGS 
BY ALLIED IRON FOUNDERS 
Decem ber, 1964. 
mQl 
~Q 
One 
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UnanimouS-Whichever way 
you look at it the LYNX is today's 
most popular cistern 
Lynx high and low level cisterns are made of 
tough durable black Duranite that won't 
craze, is non-corrosive. The Kingfisher siphon 
mechanism, made of polythene, gives a 
powerful flush, is non-corrosive, unbreakable. 
It can be used in both hard and soft water 
areas. The Lynx conforms to BSS 1125 and 
Water Works specifications. 
Every genuine lynx has the name engraved 
on the cistern 
Other Shires products are the Uni-Lynx 
close-coupled suite, cistern fittings, plastic 
flushpipes and the Polyfloat cistern float. 
Available from all recognised builders' providers 
in the Republic. 
GOOD LOOKING 
The Lynx's clean cut lines are an example 
of contemporary styling at its very best. 
PRACTICAL 
The Lynx is the easiest to install; the 
concealed fitting is neat and simple. 
EFFICIENT 
Discreetly quiet with the most depend-
able mechanism ever. 
SHIRES (IRELAND) LIMITED Stannaway Drive Crumlin Dublin 
.,.,,, 
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December, 1964. 
a i rr ll i .~ trr i b 11 ti on e q ttt ip 1nen t 
EXTRUDED ALUMINIUM GRILLES 
WITH SECRET FASTENING 
TROX BROTHERS LTD 238-240 Bethnal Green Road, London, E 2 
Agents for Ireland: W. Finucane & Co. 5 Upper Pembroke St. , DublinTel: 63634 
• AUSTRIA • BELGIUM · FRANCE • HOLLAND • ITALY • SCANDINAVIA · SWITZERLAND • W. GERMANY • 
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drill a 2'Ciia. hole 
through 9"of brick 
in under 1 minute 
The new range of Mason Master Multi Tipped Core Drills have 
revolutionised drilling speeds in brick. The range includes two 
core drills for brick, one incorporating a starter and the other a 
simple one piece tool. Also available is the Heavy Duty Concrete 
Master designed to drill the toughest concrete without fear of 
damage to the tool. 
MASON KASTER 
CORE DRILL 
r------
: Please send further details on complete 
1 range of Core Drills. 
I 
I 
Person interested .. ........................... . ... . ..... . 
I Company .. .. ..... . .............. ... ............ . ..... . 
I I Address .............................................. . 
I 
' 
••••••••• 0 •••• ••• •••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••• 
JOHN M. PERKINS & SMITH LTD. BRAUNSTON• RUGBY 
'Phone: Braunston 351- l (4 lines} 
Four 
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NORTHERN 
IRELAND 
BIG NEWS FOR N.l. READERS 
IN connection with the " Buy 
Irish" campaign, the Minister for 
'USE IRISH' 
WARNING 
ISSUED 
Local Government 
reminds those con-
nected with State-
aided private hous-
ing that it is a con-
dition of the payment of Housing 
Grants that materials and appliances 
manufactured or produced in the State 
be 'I.J.sed, as far as possible, in the pro-
vision of the houses or in carrying out 
reconstruction work or repairs. 
Cases have come to notice in which 
this condition has not been fully ob-
served, a Department statement says. 
The Minister has now issued instruc-
tions that, for the future, the condition 
requiring the use, as far as possible, 
of Irish materials and appliances is to 
be enforced strictly and failure to 
comply with it may involve complete 
forfeiture of the grants. 
The Minister is reminding all loca l 
authorities that in the case of all hous-
ing, sanitary services and other public 
works carried out by them, whether 
by contract or otherwise, lrish mater-
ials and appliances must be used as far 
as possible. 
VANDAL-BEATING 
WASHBASIN 
A new, small washbasin in. ceramic 
glazed fireclay provides an 
answer to problems arising from 
rough treatment in public places. 
Integrally moulded with the Insette 
basin is a rectangular section to 
enable the basin to be built-in. into 
the wall to a depth of 4t''. Al-
though not designed specifically as an 
antidote to wanton vandalism, such 
a fixing undoubtedly withstands the 
efforts of those who love to show 
their strength by wrenching equip-
ment from its appointed place. 
The primary purpose of the Josette 
is to provide adequate hand wash-
ing !facilities where space is re-
stricted. This it does admirably, 
with an overall width of 18" and a 
wall-face to front edge projection 
of only 71". In spite of this, the 
-see page thirty-six 
A MILLION pound ultra modern 
plant to manufacture " cleaner " gas 
DUBLIN TO 
GET NON 
LETHAL CAS 
is to be erected in 
Dublin. A spokes-
man for the Dublin 
Gas Company said 
that the oil refinery-
type plant, which will manufacture a 
non-lethal fuel, will be in operation 
in two years' time. 
Petroleum products will be used . 
The new gas, unlike the oresent coal 
gas, will not limit the ability of the 
lungs to take in oxygen. 
Companies in Britain are conducting 
tests with the new gas, which has been 
found very efficient. The Duoblin 
company, having studied the develop-
ments, has now decided to push ahead 
with its own operations. 
The Insette washbasin. 
6" deep bowl is not cramped, for 
the corbelled section allows it to be 
semi-recessed to give the required 
space. 
Also recessed into the same section 
is a soap alcove of ample dimen-
srons, the lower front edge ade-
quate!)· lipped to prevent soap from 
sliding into a bowl. This new 
washbasin is by John Slater (Stoke) 
Ltd., Berry Hill, Stoke-on-Trent, 
and is available in white or choice 
of eight! colours. 
IRISH PLUMBING 
& HEATING 
ENGINEE·R 
Vol. 4. No.9. DECEMBER, 1964 
THE I R ISH PLUMBINC AND 
HEATING ENGINEER is the only 
publication produced in Ireland 
catering exclusively for the heating, 
plumbing and ventilation industries 
with a guaranteed circulation cover-
ing the Repub.lic of Ireland and 
Northern Ireland every month. 
THIS month our special review feature looks at 
domestic gas a n d solid 
fuel fired boilers, burners 
and controls. The special 
review article is by A. L. 
Townsend and is accom-
panied by a comprehensive 
equipment review. 
Due to heavy demands 
on space we have had to 
hold over W. J. R. Couch-
man's contribution in his 
series for domestic heating 
insbllers. l"t will appear 
next month. 
However, good news is 
that early in the New Year 
we will begin serialisation 
of Volume II of A. L. 
Townsend's book, Plumb-
ing. This will be welcomed 
by the many readers who 
closely followed Volume I. 
of this important work in 
the I.P.H.E. 
There is also good news 
Cor our Northern Ireland 
readership on pag:e thirty-
six where plans for big N.I. 
developments are detailed. 
Trade Topics review the 
month's news. 
• 
Editorial and advertising 
offices: 
Callaghan Chambers, 13/ 15 
Dame Street. Dublln 2. 
Tel. 56465-6. 
London: J. T. Robson & 
Son Ltd., 30 Fleet Street, 
London, E.C.4. Tel.: Fleet 
Street 4438. 
Belfast: Allen McDowell, 
43 Horn Drive, Belfast 11. 
Phone 6141!00. 
Five 
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Perkins 
lor 
the largest range of 
fully-automatic boilers 
for domestic and 
industrial purposes 
* The name and reputation of Perkins 
is known throughout the world, where 
their boilers are in use in Hotels, Hospitals, 
Institutions, Factories and Privat e Dwell-
ings-anywhere where there is a need for 
HEAT. 
A horizontal fire tube steam raising boiler with a 
wide range of sizes and applications. Packaged and 
electrically controlled models of the Patomatic are 
also available. Capacities up to 4,000,000 BTU'sf hr. 
100 to 4,000lbs. per hour evaporation. 
Left: PC SE RIES- 55,000 to 1,000,000 BTU's/hr. 
The construction of all Perkins oil fired boilers is 
from high quality steel and designed exclusively for 
oil firing. The design incorporates multi-horizontal 
water tubes arranged spirally, in order to ensure that 
no combustion heat passes into the flue without having 
first come into contact with water-wetted, heat transfer 
surfaces. The boiler is adequately insulated to reduce 
heat loss to a minimum. 
* Shell Domestic Fuel Oil and BP Domesticol 
are recommended fuels . 
Sol e Concessionaires for Republic of Ireland: 
OIL FIRED HOMES 
(Ireland) LTD. 
6 HARCOURT ROAD, DUBLIN. 
Telephone 54736. 
MANUFACIURERS OF THE FAMOUS PERKINS 'F LUE-LESS' MINI BOILERS 
Six 8
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AN increased membership was re-
ported at the annual general meeting 
of the Associa-
ASSOCIATION tion for Sub-
REPORTS Contractors a nd 
MORE MEMBERS Nominated SL'•)-
pliers held in 
Dublin last month . The need for 
strength in numbers was stressed as 
being the means of making the Asso-
ciation. a real force in the building in-
dustry. 
It was also reported at the meeting 
that the possibility of having some 
form of liaison with the Association 
of ElectricaL Contractors was explored 
during the past year. 
A select committee of the Associa-
tion had a meeting with the Federa-
tion of Builders during the year. The 
discussions were to enslLr e that the 
clause in the main contract which 
affect the sub-contractor were f ramed 
in such a way as to safeguard the 
sub-contractor 's interests. 
New officers elected were: P residen t, 
Peter McGioughlin (J . & C. Mc-
Gioughlin Ltd.); J . J . Burke (Roofing 
Contractors Ltd.); A. Gordon Pearson 
(Smith & Pearson Ltd.); R . J . Chill ing-
worth (Sound Systems Ltd.); M. Shee-
han (State Glass Co. Ltd .), and John 
B. Doherty (John B. Doherty Ltd .). 
* * * THE RANGE of Bentone oil burners 
from the big Ben tone-Verken concern 
of Sweden, which 
WI DE CHOICE have b ec om e 
FROM BEN TONE available her e 
BURNER RANCE with the appoint-
ment of an agent, 
cover a wide range providing a com-
prehensive service. 
Selling at the fantas tic rate of over 
55,000 units a year, these burners are 
ava ilable f rom 50,000 B.t.u ./hr. 
through a variety of models to 
3,71 2, 000 B.t.u ./hr. F lange mounting 
for free burning without refractory 
brick work, the burner orices include 
Danfoss 57F3 relay ~nd D anfoss 
DTO or Satchwell F FP twin thermo-
stat. 
The new agen t for the R epublic is 
Robert J . Burke, of 4 Molesworth St. , 
Dublin 2. 
Decem ber, 1964. 
e At the opening were 
(from left): Mr. w. 
Maginnis, Technical Repre-
sentative, Ireland, Perkins 
B o i I e r s L t d.; Mr. N. 
O'Connor, Director, Oil Fired 
Homes (I.) Ltd.; Mr. J. M. 
Murphy, S a I e s Manager 
Irish Shell & BP Ltd.; Mr: 
G. F. Fasenfeld, Chairman, 
Oil Fired Homes (I.), Ltd. ; 
Mr. E. W. Pigot, Irish Shell 
& BP Ltd.; and Mr. T . F . 
Barrett, Managing Director, 
Oil Fired Homes (I .) Ltd. 
Oil Fired Homes open their 
new modern showrooms and offices 
THE modern offices and showrooms 
of Oil Fired Homes (Ireland) 
Limited, at 6 Harcourt Road, 
Dublin, were officially opened late 
last month. 
The company, which has been re-
organised, is now under the manage-
ment of Mr. T. F. Barrett, M.I.M.I., 
A.M. Inst.P~t., Director. The other 
directors are Mr. G. F. Fa~enfeJd , 
Chairman, and Mr. N.J. O'Connor. 
Among the guests at a reception at 
the opening were Directors and 
Management of Irish Shell and BP 
Limited, Perkins Boilers Limited, 
and representatives of British manu-
t'acturers whose products are mar-
keted in Ireland by Oil Fired Homes 
Limited. The opening was per-
formed by Mr. J. 1M. Murphy, Sales 
Manager, Irish Shell and BP Lim-
ited, who complimented the Direc-
tors of 011 Fired Homes (1.) Lld. 
on their enterprise and stressed that 
the only contribution of Irish Shell 
and BP Ltd. was by way of tech-
nical assistance and the main share 
of the credit was due to Oil Fired 
Homes (1.) Ltd. 
Perkins have been in the oil-fired 
heating market for many years and 
started with equipment for ocean 
going liners. They have now de-
veloped the revolutionary " Mini " 
Flueless Boiler series which is the 
smallest pressure jet oil-fired boiler 
on the market. 
Equipment on display includes work-
ing models of Perkins oil-fired 
boilers and all anciUary equipment 
for industrial and home beating, 
including Flexaire, Titus Grilles, 
Kingsway products, Opio, Ryland, 
Rad 66 circulating pumps, thermo-
static and radiator valves, time 
clocks, roomstats, etc. 
Oil Fired Homes (Ireland) Limited 
recommend 28 sec. oil for their vap-
ourising units and 35 sec. oil for 
their pressure jets. Irish Shell dom-
estic fuel oil and B.P. Domesticol 
are recommended fuels. 
f!~e Gditor and staff wis~ 
/or aft our friends 
a 3 fappy e~riotmas 
and every prosperity zn t~e 
X w Year 
Seven 
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e In the Intercontinental 
Hotel were (from left): 
G. 1M. Soden, managing 
director; T. S. Usher, dir-
ector; Thos. Heiton, and 
Mr. D. D. Frame, chair-
man, Hammond Lane In-
dustries Ltd. 
SUCCESSFUL 
II MAID II SHOW 
BY HAMMOND 
LANE INDUSTRIES 
AT this stage when the current 
housing drive is about to be in-
tensified following on the issue by my 
Department of the White Paper en 
titled "Housing Progress and Pros-
pects," it is encouraging to see that 
irish manufacturers are increasing 
output to meet the expanding need for 
domestic appliances of a high quality 
and finish. The Minister for Local 
Government, Mr. Blaney, said this at 
a reception in the Dublin Intercontin-
ental Hotel last month to mark the 
opening of an exhibition of "Maid" 
stainless steel equipment by Hammond 
Lane Industries Ltd. in conjunction 
with Samuel Fox & Co. Ltd. of 
Sheffield. 
Said Mr. Blaney: "The stainless 
steel sinks on view are, I understand, 
the only articles of this nature manu-
factu.red in Ireland, and the proof that 
they represent good value for money 
is seen in their ability to sell on the 
Irish market in open competition with 
similar articles from Great Britain and 
the Continent with no protective im-
port duty." It was particularly en-
couraging to note that over 50 per 
cent. of the total output of these sinks 
is exported, making a valuable con-
tribution to our national balance of 
pJyments problem. 
" [ understand also that the Ham-
mond Lane people succeeded in win-
ning the contracts for the supply of 
catering equipment to such large un-
dertakings as the American Embassy 
across the road, Dromoland Castle in 
Clare, and some of the city's major 
hotels. This type of success helps to 
kill, once and for all, the prejudice 
which exists in too many people's 
minds aga inst Irish manu.factured 
goods," said the Minister. 
It was stated at the reception that 
Hammond Lane Industries plan to 
commission the most modern fabrica-
tion plant in Europe within the next 
six months to double their output o( 
sinks. Mr. M. H. S. Webber, sales 
manager of Samuel Fox, said that his 
company was doing all it could to 
establish itself as permanent supplier 
of stainless steel to Ireland. 
Other speakers were: Mr. D. D. 
Frame, Chairman, Hammond Lane 
Industries Ltd., and Mr. M. H. S. 
Webber, Stainless Steel Manager, 
Samuel Fox & Co. 
W. J. R. Couchman's " Seven 
Deadly Sins of Domestic In-
stallation " article, held over 
due to heavy space demands, 
will appear next month. 
A CONSUMER leaflet describing 
the new 815 water heater has just been 
issued by Ascot Gas Water Heaters 
Limited. The leaflet, in full colOl;r, 
illustrates the versatility of this new 
room sealed, balanced flue water 
heater in supplying hot water to the 
whole house, in a variety of installa-
tion positions. 
* * * AT A meeting of the Engineering 
and Scientific Association of Ireland, 
held this month in the Physics Theatre, 
T.C.D., one of the films shown de-
scribed the design, fabrication and in-
staUation by the pipework engineering 
division of Stewarts & Lloyds of the 
pipework for the new Spencer Works 
of Richard Thomas & Baldwins. 
Some 40 miles of welded and seam-
less steel fabricated pipework were 
supplied and erected. Among the 
varied and complex pipework systems 
shown were high pressure steam mains, 
high pressure water systems, cooling 
systems, fuel oil supply lines, hydraulic 
generating and control systems, mild 
steel ducting. 
* * * THE popu·lar Creda Corvette has 
been completely re-styled to match the 
modern kitchen. The Mark 11. ver-
sion is designed to fix on the wall or 
window si ll close to the kitchen sink 
and will plug into an adjacent earthed 
13 or 15 amp. socket outlet. An im-
proved slim grey hose connects with 
the kitchen tap for filling the heat-
resistant glass flask which will hold up 
to a gallon of water. A push-button 
beneath the Corvette switches on the 
heating element and brings water rap-
idly to the boil. As mains water can 
be used, it is suitable for cooking or 
fOr making tea. 
GAS OR ELECTRIC? 
WELDING OF COURSE! 
But we also have a wide range of cutting and heating equipment, 
accessories and safety equipment. Delivery services everywhere. 
CONTACT INDUSTRIAL GASES (I.F.S.~ LTD., DUBLIN 
Eight 
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Boom brings big challenge 
THE welcome boom in home heat-
ing coupled with increasing de-
mands for adequate supplies of dom-
estic hot water, has proved a real 
challenge to installers and equipment 
manufacturers alike. 
Boiler makers are to be congratu-
lated upon the response which they 
have made. Indeed, it would be true 
to say that the vast improvement in 
the presentation of all kinds of boilers 
has given quite an impetus to this 
market in D.H.W. supply and home 
heating. 
Slim, easy-clean cabinets in gleam-
ing enamel now house boilers of 
really high performance. 
Magazine boilers burning anthracite 
grains offer the least operating 
bothers in the solid fuel boiler range. 
The magazine is filled once a day, or 
once in two days on light loads, so 
that the dlliSt and noise of stoking 
are reduced to an almost impercept-
ible amount. Fan-assisted draught 
provides noiseless combustion with 
fuel consumption consistent with the 
system's demand for heat. Thermos-
tatically controlled, the fan operates 
When more heat is called for, and 
stops running when that demand is 
satisfied. Between demands, the fire 
"slumbers" and remains ignited but 
extremely slow burning until the fan 
comes into operation as the thermo 
stat senses the need for more heat. 
For those who really cannot afford 
a magazine boiler there are many o( 
the enclosed pot type boilers available 
in modern styling and with good per-
formance. The use of anthracite or 
one of the "premier " solid fuels is 
well advised in place of bitumenous 
coals. 
And for those who need only an 
adequate domestic hot water supply, 
several new designs of small solid 
- ....... -. This special Review 
--~ article was compiled 
by technical expert 
A. L. Townsend. 
fu.el boilers are now on the market. 
All of these will grace any kitchen, 
take up little space, give good per-
formance and take the chill off the 
kitchen at the same time. 
More householders come to recog-
nise the merits of central heating but 
not all can afford, or even wish to 
have, full central heating. The 
choice of a smaller independent 
boiler-and there are many to choose 
from in the solid fuel range-will 
give D.H.W. and a few radiators so 
designed and placed to give a com-
forting " background" warmth. 
In such cases appliances currently 
termed room heater-boilers may 
be a satisfactory solution . These, 
in many styles, resemble closed 
solid fuel stoves styled on an inset 
radiant-convector fire grate. These 
will warm, the room in which they 
are fixed, and their integral high 
powered back boilers will heat an 
indirect cylinder of up to 30-gallon 
capacity, and give '' background" 
heating through three or four rad-
iators. 
To mention one or two of the latest 
in this field: The "Parkray 77," 
which has a back-boiler output o( 
J 5,000 B.t:u •. /hr., which has been seen 
to do a really good job in room 
warming, D.H.W. supply, and back-
ground heat to 3 bedrooms and hall. 
Then there is the new Redfyre room 
heater/boiler by Newton Chambers. 
This has a boiler output of 2 1,000 
B.t.u.-a useful heat output indeed! 
Or the Aga Home Heater by Allied 
lronfounders: this has a boiler output 
designed to support a 30-gallon hot 
store vessel and provide heating up 
to 125 sq. ft. of radiation. 
Gas is a refined fuel. Jt burns 
smokelessly, under a·u,tomatic control, 
and is always "on-tap "-no fuel stor-
age or ordering problems here. It 
becomes increasingly popular as a 
boiler fuel and boiler makers have 
produced a splendid range of gas-
fired boilers to suit all sizes of system, 
and all pockets. 
Made in boiler outputs o( from 
30,000 to 85,000 B.t.u./hr., gas fired 
boilers can serve the smallest and the 
largest of houses. 
They are obtainable for use with 
conventional flue forms or they may 
be had in balanced-flue type. The 
balanced-flue boiler is so designed to 
take combustion air from and dis-
charge products of combustion to the 
outside air, by way of a specially de-
signed combined air inlet-combus-
tion outlet adaptor which simply needs 
fixing into any external wall. Thus 
the balanced flue boiler overcomes all 
flue problems. 
Gas-fired boilers are available as 
strength and forward boilers for 
gravity or pumped circulation, or 
they may be had as small-bore units. 
That is, boilers within the casing, of 
which there will be the pump, per-
haps a blender valve, and any other 
equipment which would otherwise 
appear external to a straight-forward 
boiler casing. Such " package deal " 
boilers, specially designed to meet the 
small bore market, offer a neater and 
quicker installation. 
1 N this equipment review 
we take a look at new 
developments in t h e fields 
covered by the foregoing 
special review. (All claims are 
those of the manufacturers). 
AN IMPORTANT development in 
the world of central heating equip-
ment is the introduction of a new high 
output gas boiler at a remarkably low 
price. The boiler, which is made by 
Ideal-Standard Limited of Hull, has a 
70,000 B.t.u./hr. output and extends the 
existing Concord range of boilers rated 
at 35,000 and 45,000 B.t.u.jhr. 
Also new is the fact that all three 
sizes of Concord are now available 
with .a choice of four control systems, 
meetmg the requirements of both in-
staller and householder. For example, 
the Elect version enables an electric 
Continued overleaf 
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clock controller and room thermostat 
to be connected, while the S.B. De 
Luxe model has a wall-mou.nted pro-
gramme selector that enables one to 
push a button for' the service required, 
e.g., central heating and hot water 
all day, or just twice daily, only hot 
water twice daily, etc., etc. Ideal-
Standard comply with recommenda-
tions for a low voltage control system 
to help ensure safety. 
Conscious of the importance the 
modern housewife attaches to good 
design, Ideal-Standard have given their 
boiler neat compact styling with each 
model standing 36 in. high, so that 
it matches the height of other stand-
ard kitchen units. The finish is stove 
enamelled white with a selection of 
coloured doors, or all cream. 
* * * FROM the Trianco stable of solid 
fuel boilers-they range from 68,000 
B.t.u./hr. ratings to 2,000,000 B.t.u. /hr. 
is the P55/65 solid fuel gravity fed 
domestic boiler. It has an output ac-
cording to D .S.F.A.A.C. (Domestic 
Solid Fuel Appliances Approval Coun-
cil) rating of 58,000 B.t.u.fhr., and by 
Trianco standard rating methods of up 
to 68,000 B.t.u.fhr. It has been 
specially designed to burn a wider 
PRODUCT REVIEW 
from previous page 
range of anthracite qualities and also 
graded cokes which have a higher cal-
orific value than ordinary gas cokes. 
This unique and versatile boiler will 
heat five or more rad iators according 
to their size and also provide constant 
hot water for bathroom, washbasins 
and kitchen. Special features are the 
exceptionally large hopper capacity 
secondary air control and variations in 
blast obtainable on the forced draft 
fan, making this model capable of a 
wide range of outputs according to 
fuels, and a high standard of attention-
free operation. 
Trianco automatic solid fuel boilers 
are the results of years of research and 
development and have, under stringent 
tests, achieved efficiency factors of 
80 %. The P.55/65 is thermostatically 
controlled and incorporates many im-
portant advances. 
* * * NEWEST warm air central heating 
units from Radiation Central Heating 
Ltd. are the Ductair G2300 series, 
developed from the highly successful 
G105/23 
SUDDENLY 
With an output of 23,000 B.t.u./hr., 
the units- G2301 for conventional flues, 
the G2303 for SE-Duct applications in 
multi-storey blocks, and the G2303 
with balanced flue- provide full or 
background heating in the small house 
or flat. They incorporate variable fan 
power, a centrifugal fan capable of 
voltage adjustment giving the exact fan 
power to su.it long or short duct runs. 
Another new feature common to all 
three units is a unique safety device. 
Each is fitted with an overheat safety 
valve operating independently of the 
main solenoid valve, providing an 
extra safeguard . 
The layout of services has also been 
simplified so that all controls are easily 
accessible. 
* * * QUADRANT Engineers announce 
that due to the remarkable sales of the 
PTTW series they have increased their 
Dublin stock .to include every size in 
the P22W range from 63,600 up to 
169,000 B.t.u./hr. 
" The initial large stocks were gone 
very quickly and successive shipments 
were sold out before arrival," report 
Quadrant. 
Continzted page twenty-nine. 
• • • 
You have made us the largest stockists of cast 
iron heating boilers and steel column radiators in 
the country . . . 
. . . and you can make our s to c ks work lor 
you ... 
* For Heating In A Hurry 
Telephone 693940 and 693943 Telegrams Halo Dublin. 
QUADRANT ENGINEERS 
167 STRAND ROAD, MERRION GATES, SANDYMOUNT, DUBLIN 4. 
Sole Agents for BUDERUS Boilers and Radiators 
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• 
30 inches high 
22SIZES / 
2.4 inches nigh 
22Sl'ZES 
December, 1964 . 
There isn't a room you can't accurately heat 
from the 66 Potterton radiators 
Potterton radiators' range of sizes has been carefully 
scaled to give really fast production. 
The result is 66 sizes-from which you can more 
accurately meet customers' heating requirements. 
Fast production helps to keep a good stockpile. So 
You've no worries about delivery. 
Potterton radiators' heat emission is guaranteed 
correct. This saves your time. 
You don't have to specify more, or bigger radiators 
than are needed. 
Your customers get all the warmth they want. Which 
makes more satisfied customers for you. 
Installers know where they are with Potterton radiators. 
They cut out guesstimating. They're dead accurate. 
Order the new Potterton radiators now. You can get 
them immediately- in all 66 sizes. 
Pick your Potterton radiators at: 
John R. Taylor Limited, 379 South Circular Road, Rialto, Dublin 8 
Sole Potterton Appointed Distributors in Eire 
Telephone: 53026/7/ 8/9. 
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which 
came 
first? 
WHO KNOWS? We don't, and franklY 
we haven't much time to think about 
it. Here at Davidson's we:re much 
more concerned with other problems 
·-moving air and other gases, for 
example. For over 80 years we have 
been thinking about the problems In-
volved and solving them by designing 
and making fans and ancillary equip-
ment exactly fitted to requirements. 
Whether It's heating and ventilating, 
air conditioning, fume or vapour re-
moval. dust collection, air preheating 
or the pneumatic conveying of bulk 
material. Davidson's have the right 
equipment for the job. You'll find 
our products In thousands of British 
factories, In many British coal mtnes, 
In most British power stations, and 
in industrial establishments through-
out the world. Our extensive range of 
technical literature Is freely available 
on request . 
HEATING & AIR 
CONTRACTING 
. ~~ . • I  DAIIIDSONACO. IITD . 
Sirocco Engineering Works, 
Belfast, Northern Ireland 
(Telephone Belfast 57251) 
LONDON BRANCH: Morris House, 
Jermyn Street, London, S.W.1 
(Telephone Whitehall 3541) 
ALSO AT MANCHESTER- GLASGOW 
BIRMINGHAM - NEWCASTLE-ON-
TYNE - LEEDS - CARDIFF 
CONDITIONING 
ENGINEERS 
ANDREWS-WEATHERFOIL 
LTD. 
ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF A BRANCH OFFICE 
at 
6, WESTMORELAND STREET, DUBLIN, 2 
Telephone: 79607 
ENQUIRIES, MANUFACTURERS, AGENTS, STOCKISTS PRICE LISTS AND CATALOGUES 
REQUESTED. Address to Director: J. G. BARBER, A.M.I.H.V.E. 
Twelve 
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The best High Divers rely on Normond 
tank content gauges. 
Others have run into trouble. 
'I'he best Heating Engineers also refuse 
Unnecessary risks and specify Normond 
for all oil-fired installations. ' 
Send for serious technical literature and prices , 
NORMOND INSTRUMENTS LTD 
HYDREX WORKS, PARADISE ROAD. RICHMOND, SURREY. Telephone: RIChmond 1128 
IIDRMDND 
INSTRUMENTS LTD 
December, 1964 . 
1 N the industrial section 
we begin 11n important 
new aeries from Allan 
Cairuder, A.lnst.M.S.M•. The 
first pllrt of this aeries will 
dea1 with economy in llir 
distribution of fan coil 11nd 
induction units through 
regullltion. 
This will be followed by 
11 detailed survey of swim-
ming pool services and, in 
future months, m•ny other 
importllnt subjects. 
This month's special Re-
view fe11ture deals with 
industrial 11nd commercial 
Mdiators, radiant panels 
and convectors. 
Also In the Industrial 
section is part two of our 
special survey of dust 11nd 
waste collecting pl11nt. 
* 
EDITORIAL AND 
ADVERTISING OffiCES: 
Callaghan Chambers, 13/ 15 
Dame Street, Dublin 2. 
Tel.: 56465-6. 
London: J. T. Robaon & 
Son, Ltd. , 30 Fleet Street, 
London, E.C.4. Tel.: fleet 
Street 4438. 
Belt au: Allen McDowell, 43 
Horn Drive, Belflllt 11. 
'Phone 614606. 
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EVERY OI~AREO 
SYSTIM NEEDS A 
LIQUID GAUGE 
Your customer will be glad you 
recommended a Seetru Gauge for his 
oil storage tank. He'll soon realise 
a Seetru Gauge is really dependable 
for accurate oil-level readings. 
Full details of prices and wide range 
of designs from: 
* AT-A-GLANCE READING 
of oil level 
*CONSISTENTLY ACCURATE 
oil level indication 
* EXCEPTIONALLY SAFE 
- mounts close to tank wall 
* UNOBSTRUSIVE 
- unique compact design 
* CRAFTSMAN-ENGINEERED 
from finest quality materials 
* EASY TO INSTALL AND 
SERVICE 
*AVAILABLE WITH AUTO-
MATIC SAFETY SHUT-OFF 
VALVE 
ALWAYS INSTALL 
SEElRU GAUGES 
LIGHTWEIGHT GAUGE 
- ideal for domestic .and smaller 
industrial oil-fired systems. 
,. 'QU ICKMOU NT' GAUGE 
- for light and heavy industrial 
oil-fired systems. 
MANOTHERM LTD. 14 Com Exchange Buildings, Burgh Quay, Dublin. Tel. 73913 
HarJJer oil-fired boilers 
installed for lon life, reliabilit & efficiency 
A Harper Meehanite 300,000 Oil-fired boiler is now heating 
Bal/ygowran House, Maynooth, Co. Kildare. 
,..---
1 
This installation is one more illustration 
of the growing popularity of Harper 
Meehanite Boilers with heating engineers 
all over Europe. 
To the many advantages of Harper 
Meehanite boilers the following are now 
added. 
1 
2 
3 
Every section is guaranteed 
for five years. 
A nationwide sales and advisory 
service is in operation. 
Boilers available for quick 
delivery. 
P. MacFarlane Belfast 32002 
W. Finucane Dublin 63634 
John J1arper & CO. LTD., ALBION WORKS, WILLENHALL, STAFFORDSHIRE WILLENHALL 06601, 
Fourteen 
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A' NEW APPROACH TO WARM AIR DUCTING 
Fibreglass Prefabricated Ducting is built and insulated in one operation. It's a rigid slab (avail-
able ready grooved for certain standard sizes) or preformed circular duct with an attractive outer 
surface of aluminium foil. On-site operations are cut to one simple assembly, so installation costs are 
considerably reduced . Thermal insulation and sound attenuation properties are excellent. 
Please write for all the details to: 
Fib reg lass 
rimited 21, MERRION SQUARE NORTH, DUBLIN 
MONSELL MITCHELL & CO LTD 
Sole Distributors of Fibreglass Heat Insu-
lation Products in the Republic ofireland. 
JAMES RYAN (DUBLIN) & CO LTD 
Sole Stockists of Fibreglass Air Filters in 
the Republic of Ireland. 
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FLOATSWITCHES 
for 
controlling electrically 
driven pumps 
Limit switches 
Liquid level alarms 
Motorised valve controls 
etc., etc. 
MERCURY TUBE and SILVER 
CONTACT types. Indestructible 
polystyrene floats. Floatgear 
also in stainless steel, copper, 
mild steel and polythene. 
Deliveries ex stock. 
Generous discounts to the trade. 
Stocked by most Electrical 
Wholesalers 
Available from the Manufacturers 
GIRDLESTONE PUMPS LTD 
WOODBRIDGE, SUFFOLK, ENGLAND 
Tel.: WOODBRIDGE 660. 
NYLON 
FOOT 
VALVES 
& STRAINERS 
* INDESTRUCTIBLE IN WATER OR OIL. 
* RESISTANT TO ACIDS, MINERALS, SALTS, MINERAL 
AND VEGETABLE OILS. 
* AVAILABLE IN 1"-2" SIZES. 
* LOW RESISTANCE FLOW. 
Sole Distributors in Eire: 
Available from stock: JAMES J. 
SMAIL, SONS & CO., LTD. DOHERTY LTD. 
Sixtee11 
36 LOWER GARDINER ST., 
21 BRIDGEND, HELF AST. DUBLIN, 1. 
Telephone: BELFAST 51255. Telephone: DUBLIN 47927. 
THE design of Karcher fresh air 
heaters now available here incor-
IMPORTANT 
AIR HEATER 
RANCE 
porates experience 
gathered during 
many years. These 
high-capacity units 
are uncomplicated 
and are used extensively for heating, 
airing and drying. 
A jet of warm fresh air is obtained 
after as little as 3-5 minutes; this 
blows through two caterpillar hoses 
and the maximum temperature is 90° 
C (194° F). This heat is created by 
a burner, which burns Diesel oil , heat-
ing oil (EL), petroleum, kerosene or 
petrol economically. Safe operating is 
ensured by built-in flame controls. 
The units cut out automatically once 
the maximum temperature of the jet 
of warm air is exceeded. They are 
driven either by petrol or electric 
motors. Both types can be supplied 
as stationary models, mobile on rollers 
or as single-axis trailers (suitable for 
traffic). 
Also from Karcher is their range of 
steam raising equipment and their 
comprehensive tank cleaning system. 
Enquiries to Alfred Karcher, G.M.B.H ., 
c/o "Kaima," 49 Wainsfort Park. 
Terenure, Dublin. 
New diffuser 
THIS is the Greenwood's Lloydaire 
linear diffuser--an addition to the 
Greenwood Airvac range of regis· 
ters, !:rilles and diffusers. 
Manufactured in extruded aluminium 
with clear lacquer coating, the 
Greenwood's Lloydairc is designed 
to provide an efficient means of air 
distribution for modern heating and 
air conditioning systems in com· 
mercia) and industrial buildings. 
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PROGRESS REPORT 
ON THE 
NEW IRISH 
HEATING CENTRE 
THE Irish Heating Centre is now 
in its second month of operation. 
The number of enquiries at the 
Centre in the first three weeks was 
unexpectedly large and, in spite of 
the unseasonally mild weather, high 
weekly figures were recorded right 
through November. At present 
about 200 people call at the Centre 
every week, most of whom are 
given a 20-30 minute consultation. 
In addition, letters and telephone 
calls come from all over the coun-
try. 
Whatever form their contact with the 
Centre takes, most people express 
appreciation of the fact that there 
is a place where impartial informa-
tion is obtainable and where no 
effort is made to sell a particular 
system or type of equipment. 
the estimate is free is a nuisance 
and an annoyance to every jnstaller. 
Reduce Waste 
The Irish Heating Centre does every-
thing possible to reduce this wast 
age by giving information on the 
order of expenditure involved and 
by judging in consultation the 
" seriousness " or otherwise of an 
December, 1964. 
INDUSTRIAL 
SECTION EXTRA 
For the conclusion of J. L. 
Fitzgerald's special review article on 
dust and waste collecting plant see 
page thirty-seven. 
enquiry. and there is now a great deal of 
The general reaction to the Irish evidence to support the view that 
Heating Centre from trade as well it has a key roll to play in the 
as from public is very encouraging future of Irish heating. 
~----------------~-----------
The warm 
air heating 
J leader of 
A statistical breakdown of the en-
quiries received at the Centre shows 1 
10% Industrial and 20% Rural. Of 
the total number of callers at the 
Centre, 28% were intcres~ed in 
solid fuel, 27% oil, 17% electricity, 
7% oil fired warm air, 3% ancillary 
equipment, 2% ~:as. The remaining 
16% were enquiries or a gelljeral 
nature, usually requests for a run-
down on all the available systems. 
Almost half the solld fuel en:}u~ries 
referred to partial central heating 
using back-boiler systems. 
Lincoln's new factory and Head Office at East Grinstead offer greatly 
increased productive capacity. It will be needed to handle the growing 
demand for Lincoln installations. Efficient central heating is essential in 
modern homes and the advantages of Lincoln Warm A ir are recognised by 
an increasingly discriminating public. The parent company, Bartaco 
Limited of Ontario, are the largest manufacturers of heating equipment in 
Canada, where the rigorous winters provided the proving ground for the 
development of warm air heating. 
You can benefit from the growing awareness of Lincoln Warm Air. Lincoln 
offer great advantages to Authorized Installers :-
':' The widest range of warm air units. A model to suit every type of instal-
lation and construction. This allows Lincoln dealers to design systems to 
the customer's exact requirements. They are not restricted to one 
"standard" unit as many dealers are. 
Interesting 
The figures for warm air are partic-
ularly interesting. Of all the 
people interest~d in full oil fired 
central heating, one in five wanted 
warm air. Whether as a result of 
the " buy Irish " campaign or the 
attractive prices, there was a great 
deal of interest in the availabili() 
of Irish anthracite. 
The Irish Heatin~t Centre has increased 
~;taff to plough through the backlog 
of work and give a quicker and 
more efficiept service on current 
enquiries. One important aspect 
of this improved service will be of 
considerable benefit to Hs panel of 
Approved Installers.The time wasted 
in designing installations and sub-
mittin£ quotations to J1eople who 
arc chiefly attracted by the fact that 
I Canada 
is rapidly 
expanding 
over here! 
::< Expert Technical Assistance. Lincoln dealers are thoroughly trained and 
kept informed of technical progress. Because Lincoln have a unit to suit 
every application they can offer unbiased advice on the installation of 
systems to produce excellent results with maximum efficiency. Systems to 
produce higher temperatures, or run longer, than other installations of 
comparable size, on the same fuel budget. Anyone can produce effective 
heating regardless of running costs: only experts with Lincoln's kind of 
know-how can combine maximum heating, maximum efficiency and 
minimum running costs . 
* National Advertising. All enquiries resulting from Lincoln advertising are 
passed on to the local Authorised Installer. Lincoln provide a full range of 
sales promotion material and give co-operative advertising support. 
* Prompt Delivery. The increased capacity of the new factory allows 
virtually off-the-shelf delivery of warm air units, dueling and all fittings 
needed for an installation . 
For full details and descriptive literature write: 
LINCOLN WARM AIR HEATING EQUIPMENT, 
Dept. AB . 6, EAST GRINSTEAD, SUSSEX , TELEPHO.NE: EAST GRINSTEAD 21266 
Seventeen 
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We begin here the first part of a new series 
of articles of wide scope covering a variety of PART 1 be followed by one on swim 
vital topics. I 
This three-part series wi.ll 
'-------------1 pool services. JT is obvious to all of us, in the 
business of designing and installing 
heating and air conditioning systems, 
that our major objective is to provide 
a trouble-free, satisfactory installation 
at minimum cost. The subject: 
" Economy in air distribution of fan-
coil and induction units through reg-
ulation," provides one of the most im-
portant means of accomplishing this 
objective. 
In order to cover the subject, it will 
be as well to review the type of equip-
ment to be controlled and the methods 
of integrating this equipment into a 
complete heating or air conditioning 
system. 
In any multiroom building, the 
owner, the architect, the engineer, the 
builder, the installing contractor and, 
eventually, the occupants,-anyone and 
everyone with an interest in com-
fortable environment-will benefit by 
the use of automatic regulation con-
trolling the hydronic heating and/or 
cooling units. Since this is such a 
broad subject, the review will be con-
fined to the automatic control of in-
dividual induction and fan coil units 
whether they be used for heating, cool-
ing or a combination of both heating 
and cooling. 
A brief review of both the fan-coil 
and induction systems will allow a bet-
ter understanding of the necessity for 
proper control of individual room 
units. 
THE fan coil conditioner system is 
generally applied to air conditioning 
perimeter spaces. The basic elements 
of these units are plate fin coil and 
an electric motor driven fan section. 
The fan section recirculates air from 
within the perimeter space through the 
coil which is supplied with either hot 
or cold water; thus the recirculated 
air is either heated or cooled. The 
recirculated air is filtered as it is drawn 
into the unit enclosure, which not only 
improves sanitation within the space, 
but also protects the fans, coil and 
motor from becoming clogged with 
dirt, lint, etc. Fan-coil units can re-
move moisture locally within the space 
and introduce and condition ventila-
tion air drawn through an opening in 
an exterior wall. 
* l\Ianagcr of ]l[anufaduring and Engineering 
American Standard lllllustrial S.A., llruRHClH. 
**Technical 
Halc8 
)luna~:er. Ynn dt·n llooch 
ECONOMY IN 
AIR DISTRIBUTION 
OF FAN COIL 
AND INDUCTION 
UNITS THROUCiH 
REGULATION 
(Text of lecture given by RICHARD 
BERNHARD*, at the 2nd Europair 
Congress, Brussels. Edit£<! by ALLAN 
CA VINDER, A.Inst.M.S.M.**). 
The chilled water and hot water 
piped to each fan-coil unit are sup-
plied from central heating and cooling 
equipment. The arrangement of the 
water piping system will be considered 
later. In addition to supplying each 
fan-coil conditioner with water, elec-
trical circuits must be provided to 
operate the fan motor. 
The greatest advantage o( the fan 
coil unit is its flexibility for adaption 
to many building requirements. A 
fan-coil system applied without pro-
vision for positive ventilation, or one 
taking ventilation air through an aper-
ture, is one of the lowest first cost 
central station type perimeter systems 
in use to-day. It requires no ventil-
ation-air duct work, is comparatively 
easy to install in existing stru.ctures 
and, as with any central station per-
Ltd., London. FIG. 1. 
Eighteen 
imeter system utilising water in pipes, 
considerable space savin2s can be real-
ised throughout the building. 
The air-water induction unit was 
developed to reduce space require-
ment. An induction system normally 
uses outdoor air which is brought into 
a central air-conditioning apparatus 
where it is pre-heated in winter, fil-
tered, dehumidified or humidified de-
pending upon the season, and reheated 
when necessary. A fan located in the 
central station apparatus delivers this 
primary air throu.gh conduits at high 
velocity to the individual room units. 
IN an induction u.nit, the primary 
air passes through a sound absorbing 
plenum and is discharged through 
nozzles 'at high velocity. This action 
draws the secondary air (room air) 
through the coil by means of induc-
tion. The secondary air mixes with 
the primary air and is discharged into 
the room. The secondary air is either 
heated or cooled as it passes through 
a plate fin coil which is located within 
the unit and is supplied with either hot 
or cold water as the season may re-
quire . Induction ratios of secondary 
to primary air as high as six to one 
result in smaller ducts and central air-
conditioning apparatus as compared to 
conventional duct systems which must 
handle all of the conditioned air sup-
plied to a room. It must be remem-
bered that an inductor unit only 
handles from 15 to 30 oer cent. o( 
conditioned air from -the central 
station apparatus. 
The induction system provides in-
dividual room control through the 
secondary coil in which the hot ~r cold 
water is regulated to suit the environ-
ment. These units are primarily used 
Continued page twenty. 
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AMERICAN -$tandard Controls Division Brings 
INDIVIDUAL CONTROL 
'UNIVEX' 
to every water-operated 
heating and cooling unit 
From the American-Standard Corporation of 
America come four Automatic Valves which 
bring individual control to every water -
operated heating and cooling unit - the 
Duoflow, Selectaflow, Winterflow and 
Summerflow. Duoflow gives completely 
automatic year-round heating and cooling 
control for three pipe systems, Selectaflow is a 
dual purpose year-round heating or cooling 
control for two pipe systems, Summerflow is a 
single purpose cooling control , while Winterflow 
gives full control of heating. 
All American-Standard Control Valves are 
available in direct or remote actuator 
types to give automatic precision control 
with cost-saving results. For further 
details of these non-electric modulating 
valves, write to the sole U.K. Agents: 
van den bosch ltd., 
EUROPAIR HOUSE • ALEXANDRA ROAD • LONDO N 
S.W.U • TELEPHONE : LAKESIDE 2211 /4 TELEX : 23U1 
PACKAGE BOILER 
Steam or Hot Water 
* "Packaged" Unit. Simplified 
installation. 
* Automatic Safety Equip-
ment. 
* Efflciency up to 90 % ob-
tained. 
* Minjmum operating atten-
tion. 
* Simplified B o i 1 e r main-
tenance. 
* Burns 200 sees. oil without 
pre-heating. 
* Flanged steel fittings. 
SERVI CE - Factory trained 
personnel for service. 
* Over 40 instanations 
operating satisfactorily in 
t his country. 
GOLDEN VALE ENG I NEE R ING D EPT., Charleville, Co. Cork. Telephone 255 
Ideally s u i t e d for I 
Central Heating 
Installations. 
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for under-window installations as they 
eliminate severe downdrafts. from 
DUO fLOW 
It is interesting to note that induc-
tion units have no moving parts, pro-
vide a positive slllpply of air to a room, 
and require only the absolute mini-
mum of maintenance and service. 
This system has been successfully 
applied to many office buildings, 
hotels, hospitals and apartment build-
ings, and where 100 or more units are 
involved in a single building, it may 
provide the most economical installa-
tion. 
To understand further the necessity 
of economic control of individual 
fan-coil and induction units, it is per-
tinent to review the various classifica-
tions of water systems. 
In the broad sense, there are three 
separate and distinct classifications, 
namely: hot water systems; ,ohilled 
water systems; and dual-temperature 
water systems. 
The hot water systems, normally 
used in Europe, are those in which the 
maximwn water temperature is limited 
to approximately 212 degrees Fahren-
heit and static pressures to approxim-
ately 72 pounds per square inch gauge , 
providing an open system is used and 
the expansion tank is located at the 
highest elevation in the water system. 
This system does not normally require 
a coded boiler, nor the necessity of a 
full-time resident engineer for operat-
ing the boiler. Most of the present-
day installations use this type of water 
system, and, in fact, a modern trend 
is to locate the boiler on the top of a 
building so as to eliminate the static 
head on the boiler. Naturally, such 
an arrangement almost always requires 
a gas or oil-fired boiler. 
THE chilled water systems usually 
operate with water temperatures be-
tween 39 and 55 degrees Fahrenheit 
and pressures rarely exceeding 125 
pounds per square inch gauge. Anti-
freeze or brine solutions may be used 
for systems which require temperatures 
below 37 degrees Fahrenheit. It is 
important to remember that wherever 
the application of this system is such 
that the chilled water flow rate re-
quired at the fan-coil or induction 
units be throttled at reduced cooling 
loads, provision must be made to main-
tain a constant flow of water through 
the chiller or evaporator of the re-
frigeration unit. Where the water 
control valve at the individual room 
units is of the by-pass type, a constant 
flow through the chiller is maintained 
when the flow of water to the unit is 
throttled . Where the water control 
valves at the individual unit s are of 
Twenty 
page 
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FIG. 2. 
the throttling type, a relief line must 
be provided from the outlet of the 
chiller to the suction of the chilled 
water pump. The relief valve in this 
line is controlled by a differential 
pressure controller which maintains a 
constant di!Terential across the chilled 
water pump. As the pressure differ-
ential tends to increase due to 
throttling of the unit control valve, 
the relief valve opens. As the press-
ure differential tends to drop, the relief 
valve closes. 
The dual temperatu.re water system 
is the most interesting and advanced 
and provides a combination of hot 
water heating and chilled water cool-
ing which circulates hot or chilled 
water, or both, to provide heating or 
cooling using common piping and ter-
minal heat transfer apparatus. Dual 
temperature systems are operated with 
usual winter design supply water tem-
peratures of approximately 100 to 150 
degrees Fahrenheit, and summer SUI)-
ply water temperatures of 39 to 55 
degrees Fahrenheit. Furthermore, this 
dual-temperature water system is read-
ily adaptable to two, three and four-
pipe systems. 
A brief consideration of the piping 
arrangements may be 1!8eful at thi s 
juncture. 
Basically, there are many types and 
variations of piping arrangements. 
However, only the most widely used 
ones will be reviewed . 
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are not intended 
to be used for piping system design 
but merely to illustrate the application 
of Selectaflow and Duoflow valves in 
2 and 3-pipe systems. 
The two-pipe arrangement shown in 
Figure 1 can be used for heating and 
cooling purposes. This system has a 
main for supplying either hot or cold 
water, but not both at the same time, 
to fan-coil and induction units. Simil-
arly, this system has a return main, 
and therefore the arrangement is called 
a two-pipe system. It can be adapted 
strictly for heating or cooling and can 
readily be modified for dual -
OUOfLOW 
FOR 3 PIPE 
SYSTEMS 
temperature applications by v.se of 
valves or other means of changeover. 
In two-pipe systems, the distribution 
system may be divided into zones, 
each of which is capable of change-
over from heating to cooling, inde-
pendent of) other zones. However, the 
entire zone must be changed over in 
order for any terminal unit in that 
zone to be changed. This is the most 
widely used system in present-day 
year-round air conditioning installa-
tions. 
IN the three pipe system illustrated 
in Fi~ttJre 2, separate hot and cold 
water supply lines are run to each 
fan-coil or induction unit, which are 
equipped with valves to permit selec-
tion of either hot or cold water at 
any terminal unit, independent of 
other terminal un its in accordance 
with the individual room requirement. 
The hot or cold water is retu.rned 
to the refrigeration unit or heat source 
through a common return. This is 
certainly an excellent system, although 
extreme care must be exercised in the 
design in order to avoid problems in 
the mixing and distribution of the 
common return main. 
The 4-pipe system incorporates sep-
arate su.pply and return mains which arc 
run from the boiler and refrigeration 
plant to and from the individual ter-
minal units, and a valving arrangement 
is employed at the terminal unit to 
permit the introduction of either hot 
or cold water in accordance with the 
individual unit requirements. When 
a single plate fin coil is employed in 
the terminal unit, as is the common 
practice, return valves are provided 
which are sequenced wita the supply 
valves to permit flow of hot water 
into the hot water return or cold 
water into the cold water return . In 
some applications, separate heating 
and cooling coils may be employed in 
each terminal unit , thus eliminating 
the necessity of return valves. Gen-
erally speaking, this is an expensive 
and rarely used system of piping. 
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Radiators , Radiant Panels , 
Convectors and Controls. 
Without central heating houses 
will become obsolete 
" B ETTER heating is the key to the 
design of homes at the present 
time, for it provides an extra degree 
of freedom in meeting i.ndividu.al 
needs in the areas of the home which 
at present are too cold to be suitable 
for daytime or evening use, exce9t in 
the summer. But there is an increasing 
demand for higher comfort levels any-
way; whether the design of houses 
takes radically new directions or not, 
the person moving into a new home 
increasingly expects to be warm." 
-Extract from Parker Morris Re-
port: "Homes for To-day and To-
morrow." 
Houses built to-day without central 
heating may well be considered 
obsolete before their completion. 
There is an increasing demand 
for higher comfort in the modern 
home and facts are the most 
convincing forces to support our 
statements. In 1963 nearly one 
quarter of the two mi ll ion systems in 
operation in Britain were installed that 
year. 
THE most common form of domestic 
central heating control is the water 
filled radiator, whether the radiator is 
of the cast iron, panel pressed steel or 
multi finned radiator. 
Here we will have a short review 
of the prevalent units in u e. Rad-
iators, panels and unit heaters can be 
divided into three general categories: 
(a) Electric units. 
(b) Hot water units, 
(c) Steam heated unit. 
The oil filled radiator 1n recent 
times is becoming very popular. The 
fact that a house can be heated bit 
by bit by the plug-in type radiator 
is making this system, popular and 
the initial capital cost is small in 
comparison to the oil-fired or solid 
fuel system. 
No matter what the shape or size, 
the basic design is the same. An 
electric element, complete with built-
in thermostat, is fitted to the oil-filled 
radiator and hermeticaly sealed. The 
units are attractive and when wisely 
used by means of a time clock, they 
can be very economical and efficient. 
Yet the most popular forms of 
domestic heating is the water-filled 
radiator. The water-filled radiator 
comes in many forms and styles. 
Despite the fact that the pressed steel 
panel radiator is the most widely used 
in the average home, there is a de-
finite change or trend to forced warm 
air system, incorporating the multi-
fin type heater. 
Just over a year ago a highly 
efficient aluminium radiator was in-
troduced and it proved most suitable 
both from an aesthetic and econom-
ical point of view for schools, shops, 
offices ,etc. lt proved economical 
since the water capacity was mu.ch 
smaller in comparison to the conven-
tional pressed steel radiator, with the 
same heating surface. The alumin-
ium radiator gives a greater heat 
emission than its pressed steel counter-
part. 
D ESPITE even the aluminium rad-
iator briefly outlined, the ideal rad-
iator to-day seems to be the heater 
incorporating convection and radiation 
as wel! as fan assisted units. Room 
air enters the healer near the floor 
level. The air is then evenly warmed 
. . . by means of hot water or steam and 
This special reVIew thence distributed by means of a fan. 
article was compiled The fan assisted heater may be used 
by J, L. Fitzgerald. where space permits or aesthetic con-
•••••••• ditions suggest. The units arc end-
less in finish and design and are 
available as cabinet or skirting models. 
Hot water is still the most popular 
medium for heating panels, radiators 
and unit heaters in the domestic field, 
while high temperature hot water and 
principally steam is mostly favoured 
in the indu.strial and commercial field. 
Steam heated forced air unit heaters 
are the best form of heating in work-
shops and factories. The warm air 
streams can be directed by means of 
the fan through the louvres in the 
unit heaters. One major point in 
favour of the unit heaters for factor-
ies and workshops is that they are 
" space savers," since they are suitable 
for wall mounting or ceiling mount-
ing. 
The above mentioned systems might 
only be called a " bird's eye view " 
of what is available. There are, of 
course, convector wall strips, sill 
strips, Rayships, radiant heating 
panels, fan convectors, tubular units, 
etc., on the market. 
1 N this equipment review 
we take a lon( look at new 
developments in the fields 
covered bv this special review. 
(All claims are those of the 
manufacturers). 
A S a result of careful evaluation of 
requests from the trade for a 
valve which combines ease of installa-
tion with high efficiency, B.S.A. Har-
ford Pumps Ltd., Cockfosters, Herts., 
have now introduced a new twin ac-
tion radiator valve. Designed for 
use with low pressure hot water cen-
tral heating systems, the new valve is 
basically similar to the earlier model 
except that the pipe connection end 
Continued page twenty-three. 
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British Standard Valve. 
Sizes f ' - ! " 
Available Tapped 
B.S.P. or with 
Copper Compression 
fitting. All finishes 
available 
a new range of radiator valves by 
British Standard Valve. 
Gun Metal Body. 
Sizes t" - i'' as 
illustrated and 1"- 1f' 
with Standard 
Mushroom Wheel. 
All finishes available 
BARWELL-DAMETA. 
New Regulating Valve. 
with Preset feature. 
Sizes t" - ! ". 
Available Tapped B.S.P. 
or with Copper 
Compression fitting. No. 65 I S (TAPPED B.S.P.) No. 651 A (TAPPED B.S.P.) 
This newest addition to the Barwell range incorporates all the features of a compact attractive valve with the 
functional advantages of "one turn" operation providing a heat emission factor directly proportionate to the 
handwheel position. Also incorporated is a preset limiting device to control maximum output for balancing 
purposes. PAT. APP. FOR . 
J A M E S B A R W E L L LTD. , G R EAT H A M P T 0 N S T R E E T, B I R M I N G H A H 18. T e I e p h o n e : N o r I 3 0 7 p b x 
Telegrams : BARBELLS, BIRMINGHAM • LONDON Office and Warehouse : 23 GREAT SUFFOLK STREET. LONDON S.E.J. 
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has been modified to a 1 in. B.S.P .T. 
male thread pattern. 
The internal constroction of the 
valve is of interest since it not only 
ensures effective and positive regula-
tion of the heat output of a radiator 
but, by virtue of the special design of 
the spindle and seat, this heat output 
is in direct proportion to any setting 
position of the handwheel. It is also 
possible to pre-set the maximum posi-
tion to which the valve will open, thus 
limiting the flow through the radiator 
-usually the function of an additional 
lockshield valve. Valve costs can 
therefore be cut by half since it is 
only necessary to fit one valve to each 
radiator. 
Pre-setting may be carried out as 
follows. On first commissioning the 
system, all the valves should be ad-
justed until a correct balance is ob-
tained throughout the system. With-
out the handwheel setting b~ing al-
tered the valve retaining screw should 
be slackened through approximately 
two turns, and the handwheel lifted 
(to free it from the taper on the 
spindle) and turned to its limit in an 
anti-clockwise direction. The spindle 
position must not be altered during 
the latter operation. After the re-
taining screw has been re-tightened, 
the valve may be used in the normal 
manner but will not open beyond its 
pre-setting point. 
Also from B.S.A. Harford is their 
wide range of panel radiators avail-
able in four heights (II, 18, 24, 30 
ins.), and a wide range of size up to 
96 ins. 
* * * THE CAPITAL line of radiators 
from International Boilers and Rad-
iators Ltd.-Monsell, Mitchell & Co. 
Ltd. are agents here-combine high 
efficiency with good looks. 
Manufactured to B.S. 3528, they are 
tested up to 100 p.s.i. A new feature 
is that angled rads from this range 
can now be su.pplied to order. 
* * * HOW to heat large areas of full 
size plate windows has always been 
a problem, but one that can be solved 
by the Happel finned convector which 
can be sunk below floor level. The 
attractive roll-up grilled cover makes 
access simple and the heat output 
tables available~ ohange guess-work 
into well established figures not avail-
able here before. 
December, 1964. 
They don't 
letyouD 
0 
w 
N at Wilsons 
Every Wilson oil-fired boiler is fired and 
tested for you before it leaves the works. The 
outputs are guaranteed, tested outputs into water 
Every Wilson radiator has a guaranteed emission 
figure- a figure calculated to B.S. : 3528 : 1962 by the Heating 
and Ventilating Research Association, Bracknell. 
All boilers are very accessible for your checking and cleaning 
saves you time on the job. And if there is trouble 
with a Wilson installation, we do want to hear about it. 
Because it is not our custom to assume that the 
installer must be at fault. 
Wilson Walltlame. Five models 
available with outputs from 45 to 
150 thousand B.T.U. Advanced 
technical design without frills. 
The biggest selling walltlame boiler 
in the country. 
Wilson Boller 1 Burner U n 1 t s . 
Pressure-jet tired. Outputs from 
70 to 800 thousand B.T.U. Larger 
models now with Wilson Cosytube 
baffle for maximum corrosion-
free life. 
Wilson Radiators. Thei• 
extra slim design make.< 
them favourites w 1 t h 
housewives. 816 sizes 
lVith standard popular 
range for quick delivery. 
Full details from 
• 
Henry Wilson & Co. Ltd. 
Sales & Service Office, Georre A. Reid Esq., 
16, Fade Street, Dublin. 
Telephone: 76009. 
Introducing Happel Convectors and 
GEA Unit Heaters of the Continental 
centrifugal fan type (with their high 
heat output and fan pressure available 
for dueling) has been an important 
development for Quadrant Engineers, 
The technical specification is urpa sing 
and delivery is outstandingly good. 
Additional information and prices are 
available from the sole agents, Quad-
rant Engineers, 167 Strand Road, 
Sandymount, Dublin 4. 
Continued page twenty-five 
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Installer - Builder - Consultant - Architect 
For Expert Technical Assistance 
Ask TEDCASTLE1S HEATING & 
AIR CONDITIONING DIVISION 
* POTEZ Ducted Warm-Air S y stem and Space 
Heaters. 
* POWELL DUFFRYN :o~~!~s~:a~!t:::. 
* p .ARKR.A y 'Open Fire Behind Glass'. 
* The revolutionary Ko ... •us 'No Pressure' Boiler. 
Heat without water ~ or steam. 
* 'THERM.ALON' Cavity Insulation. 
POTEZ MODEL 732. Output 37,440 
7 D'Oiier Street, Dublin. Tel. 79972, Telex-Dublin 224 
INTERNATIONAL Capital PRESSED STEEL RADIATORS 
In Single and Double Panels 
* Manufactured in accordance with British Standard 
BS 3528 and tested to 100 1bs. per square inch 
(7 Kg/cm2). 
* Suitable for use on closed circuit heating in-
stallations only, and should not be used on direct 
domestic hot water circuits or on steam. 
* Made from 18 swg (1.219 mm) steel specially 
supplied for the purpose. 
EX STOCK DUBLIN 
* Also- THERMOPAK, SILENTFLO, MULTIFLO J 
and THERMOFLO Accelorator Pumps from stock. Price list and illustrated 
* We also carry large stocks of Radiator Valves by all leafletS On request 
leading makers. _ _ __ 
Sole Agents for Republic of Ireland : 
MONSELL MITCHELL & CO., LTD. 
67-73 TOWNSEND STREET, DUBLIN, 2. 'Phone 76282. 
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A MAJOR new development an-
nounced by Ideal-Standard Limited of 
Hull is the introduction of a new oil-
filled electric radiator. This new 
radiator is available in three sizes, 
having loadings of ~. I, and It Kilo-
watts, and is permanently sealed. 
Accordingly it requires no attention of 
any kind. The radiator comprise a 
slim panel on neat, but nevertheless 
stable feet, producing a simple, clean-
lined unit that will blend well with 
either traditional or modern decor. 
With regard to finish, the radiator is 
stove enamelled cream. The heat 
output from ' the radiator may be 
varied to suit individual requirements, 
the thermostat knob giving fingertip 
control. The simple control panel also 
features two pilot lights, one of which 
glows permanently while the radiator 
is electrically connected, and the other 
glows only when current is actually 
being used. 
* * * RADIATOR valves by Sanbra Fyffe 
Ltd. include the Setflo and the Lokflo. 
The former is primarily designed for 
u.se with small bore systems, the ends 
being machined for direct connection 
to either the adaptor or 1" domestic 
copper tube, but prior to despatch 
one nut and ring is pre-assembled on 
the plain shank of the adaptor. 
The maximum opening or closing of 
the Setflo is through a wheel rotation 
of 180°, i.e., half a turn, but the actual 
flow control is regulated from full to 
almost zero through 90°. 
The Lokflo valve is introduced for 
inclusion in small bore heating installa-
tions when two valves per radiator 
are considered desirable. Similar in 
function and general design to the 
Setflo, the principal alteration is the 
replacement of the handwheel by a 
dust-proof easy-clean cover. 
* * * THE THERMALRAD is a success-
ful blending of radiator and convec-
tor, less than half the size of the old 
style pressed steel radiator; which, 
because of its unique internal design 
and system of wall mounting, this 
smaller unit has a thermal output 
greater than radiators twice its size. 
Another factor which provides for 
a greater efficiency with the Thermal-
rad is that the water content is only 
a fraction of that of conventional 
radiators, making the units particul-
arly responsive to thermostatic con-
trol, and allowing for greater flexi-
bility throughout the system. The 
whole room reaches full temperature 
more quickly owing to the high con-
vector component. Coupled with the 
Thermalrad convector radiator is the 
PRODUCT REVIEW 
from page twenty-three 
Ranco Thermostatic Radiator Valve. 
Irish agents are Heatovent Supply Co. 
* * * IT IS a challenge, say Quadrant 
Engineers, to offer steel column rad-
iators in a market well supplied with 
panel radiators of all types and sizes, 
but the truth about it is that steel 
column radiators are still a quick and 
easy solution in many heating prob-
lems. Where space is important, or 
low height, or quick delivery with the 
right size of radiator, they are again 
coming into their own. 
These finely proportioned Buderus 
radiators often fit more gracefully into 
large old houses than the more func-
tional type of plate radiator. And for 
the more robust uses, for churches, 
factories, public houses and similar 
applications their other qualities be-
come more apparent with the small 
space they occupy and their reasonable 
price. 
All sizes from the twelve inch high 
to forty inches, and in widths from 
fou.r inches to ten inches are available 
ex Dublin stock of Quadrant Engin-
eers, 167 Strand Road, Sandymount, 
December, 1964. 
AN example of the way in which Glow-
Line radiators can become an integral 
part of any decoratinl:' scheme. Here 
two double panels have been linked to 
form a neat and unobtrusive corner 
unit. With a total of 384 different 
sizes-64 single panel and 64 double 
panel, all in three different heights 
-it is possible to adopt Glow-Line to 
every central heatinJ:' scheme. 
Dublin, sole agents for Buderus boilers 
and radiators. 
* * * THE NEW Barweii-Dameta regul-
ating radiator valve by James Barwell 
Ltd., performs two distinct functions 
and has been specially designed for 
use where accelerated thermostatically 
Continued overleaf 
Pour OXYPIC, the guaranteed leak repair preparation, into a hot 
water installation and seal leaks, no matter where they are, in 
30 minutes! 
Faulty fittings, bad threac~>. sand holes, any leak through any cause 
is sealed economically and quickly. No dismantling needed; no 
patches or welding; no need to even find the leak; no trouble at all ! 
*Oxypic prevents rust and scale. It can also be used as an active 
leak preventive. 
N.B.- Unsuitable for domestic or draw ofi systems. Retail 
Price £I per tin C.O.D., money refunded if not sati;fied. 
Full details from: 
H. Pickup Ltd. 
Dept. I.P.C.3, Roscoe Works, 
Scarborough. Tel. 4997 f8f9. 
S Charlton St., York. Tel. 24611 
Established 1892. 
Supplies obtainable from: 
K. W. Talbot 
Builders, Merchant, 
~3 Charlemont Street, 
Dublin, 2. 
------------------------------~ Twenty-five 
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THE new twin action rad valve by 
B.S.A. Harford (see review). 
controlled central heating systems are 
installed. It can be pre-set to a 
known flow-maximum to balance 
systems, at the same time providing a 
radiator heat emission factor in direct 
relation to any position of the hand 
wheel. 
For the most efficient and econom-
PROD U CT REVIEW 
from previous page 
ical operation, no radiator valve 
should be opened more than is abso-
lutely necessary to provide maximum 
reql.Joired heat. The Barwell-Dameta 
valve ensures the achievement of peak 
efficiency; its regulator feature enables 
the flow in the radiator to be pre-
cisely set to reach and maintain that 
condition. 
COPPERAD Ltd . have announced 
the introduction of a new range of 
convectors. Not only have the units 
been restyled but it is also claimed 
many new technical advances have 
been incorporated. For the first time 
a range of convectors is available with 
two distinct types of heating elements 
- Series Tube (Type S) with copper 
tail connections or Parallel Tube 
(Type P) with screwed connections. 
The convectors are available in three 
casing styles. 
The Type S elements are designed 
for direct coupling to small bore> 
systems without the expense of adap-
tors. These elements are specifically 
designed for use with hot water 
systems. The tubes are in series (2 
circuits in four tube sizes) connected 
with return bends. Flow and retu.rn 
connections are half inch bore to 
P.S.659 (0.596 in 0 /D) for two tube 
and three tube and l -in. bore (0.846 
in 0 /D) for the four tube. The plain 
copper tails may be connected to 
systems with standard capillary or 
compression valves and fittings . 
The conventional element- parallel 
tube (Type P) with two, three or four 
tubes brazed into steel headers, are 
provided with outward and downward 
connections at each end screwed t -in . 
B.S.P.T. female. Plugs are provided 
for the connections not used and a 
plug socket Hn . in B.S.P.T. female 
is provided to take an air vent if re-
quired. The parallel tube element is 
suitable for use on steam or hot water 
(low and high temperature). 
* * * NEW from Powell Duffryn is their 
range of Housewarmer warm air units 
which can be wall mounted, free 
standing or featured in built-in dueled 
air systems. 
These units are small but efficient 
and range in output from the wall 
mounted W A-6, with thermostic con-
trol (6,000 B.t.u./hr.) to the WA-35D 
on the site, Plumbers fit . . . f~ 
~ ~~L 
the first choice 
Twenty-~·ix 
Sanbra Fyffe~~~ 
PLUMBERS' BRASSWARE, TAPS & FITTINGS 
for ALL requirements in Plumbing and Heating Services. 
THE SANBRA FYFFE RANGE INCLUDES: 
• CONEX-INSTANTOR Compression Joints and Fittings for 
Copper Tube. 
e Valves, Stopcocks and Drawn Copper Traps. 
e SANBRA FYFFE Brassware - including the renowned 
'Easilyne' and 'Aqualyne' Luxury Taps and Fittings - as well 
as Pillarcocks, Bibcocks, Wastes, Plugcocks, etc. 
TEE-PIECE. 'Aqualyne' Highnecked 
Plllarcock 
SANBRA FYFFE LTD., CONEX WORKS, SANTRY AVE., DUBLIN, 9. 
'l'l'leph one: Duhllp 375131 (5 Jines) . 'l'elegrarn~ : Sanbra , Dublin . 'ft•lex 53~ ,; . 
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(35,000 B.t.u.fhr.), designed for warm 
air distribution by duct to two or more 
adjacent rooms. 
Also from P.D. is their low water 
content HE hot water radiator. Irish 
agents: Tedcastle McCormick & Co. 
Ltd., and in N.I. John Kelly Ltd. 
)~ * * 
THE POTEZ warm air generator 
1542 provides central heating by 
ducted warm air, and this unit, which 
stands 6ft. 6ins. high, has a maxi-
mum burner output of 7 J ,500 
B.t.u./hr. and maximum effective out-
put of 60,000 B.t.u.fhr. 
The unit has finned heat exchanger 
and strict safety features. A slow mov-
ing blower gives silence in operation. 
One of its key features is the J 542's 
rapid lightning-delivery of warm air 
within 15 minutes of lighting. Sole 
concessionaires are Tedcastle McCor-
mick & Co. Ltd . 
* * * THE RANGE from Dunham-Bush 
Ltd. of Portsmouth, Hampshire, feat-
ures convectors of both natu.ral or 
fan-assisted type. The natural models 
comprise cabinet and multi-purpo e 
types while continuous line convection 
is provided by the Fin-vector heating 
system. Fan assisted units are avail-
able in the series M and series G 
heaters. 
Also available from Dunham-Bush 
is their radiant strip and double and 
single sided radiant panels. 
* * * STELRADS have been manu.fac-
tured in Southall since J 936 and are 
made on special machines employing 
the patented oxy-acetylene welding 
process which has been perfected by 
AGA of Stockholm. Until a few 
years ago the demand was mainly for 
column types and to-day Stelrads can 
still offer a very large range of diff-
erent heights and widths. 
Of recent years there has been a 
continuing increase in the demand for 
Panel radiators. To meet this demand, 
~wo new factories have recently come 
mto production. By use of these up-
to-date techniques Stelrads are now 
able to offer to the trade, panel rad-
iators manufactured in continuous 
lengths of steel, thus avoiding any un-
sightly vertical joining weld and giving a 
strong, straight radiator and were able 
to cut the selling price. 
In order to help overcome the Heat-
ing Engineers' difficulty in providing 
sufficient heating SlLfface with panel 
radiators, they offer the Nuvello in two 
widths. The N.60 at 2f' wide gives 
100% increase in heating surface over 
a similar sized panel radiator, and the 
N.40 at 1 i" wide, an increase of 50 %. 
PRODUCT REVIEW 
from previous page 
HANDLEY PAGE permanently-
sealed oil-filled electric radiators, 
providing controlled warmth with 
safety, form an efficient central-
heating system when used as the sole 
means of heating. No maintenance is 
required with normal use. 
Approved by the B.E.A.B. and com-
plying with specification B.S.3456, this 
radiator is attractively styled. lts tap-
ered vertical flutes give exceptional 
slimness and, with its thermostat con-
tained unobtrusively within the basic 
shape. Panels are pressed from first-
quality mild-steel sheet and are seam-
welded electrically between the flutes 
and around the outside edges . 
Slim and distinctive styling har-
monise with either period or contem-
porary decor in the Handley Page 
high-quality pressed-steel hot-water 
radiators range. Construction of 
these radiators is similar to that of the 
oil-filled variety, being of first quality 
J 8 gauge mild-steel seam-welded elec-
trically at the edges and between the 
flu.tes and tested to 100 p.s.i. 
These radiators are offered at an 
economical price in a range of popu-
lar sizes, 12, J 8, 24 and 30 inches high. 
Single panels are only 1.35 in. wide 
and double panels 3.25 ins. wide. 
Thirteen standards lengths are avail-
able from stock and panels of special 
lengths can be made to order. 
* * * THE HALCYON F45 by William 
Sugg & Co. Ltd., is a fan circulation 
air heater, conventionally flued, for use 
with short run duct set giving con-
trolled warm air outlets to two or 
more rooms. The construction is of 
mild steel and aluminium, cast iron 
and chromium diffused steel heat ex-
changer. The controls feature the 
Sangamo clock control and TMPUJ6 
thermostat, and ignition is automatic 
frol11i pilot. The unit's gas input is 
45 cu. ft.//hr. (500 c.v. gas), and it pro-
vides an output of 17,000 B.t.u./hr. 
Five other Halcyon units are available. 
* * * REVOLUTIONARY design features 
have been incorporated in the new 
Bestflo radiator valve, now being in-
troduced by Meynell & Sons Ltd. 
They include a unique double seal to 
eliminate any possible leakage when 
the Besttlo valve is installed, and an 
easy method of pre-setting on a num-
bered scale. This is clearly visible in 
a window type inset on the handwheel. 
The handwheel itself i of strong 
plastic construction with a comfortable 
easy grip. 
December, 1964 . 
ONE of the new Copnerad Convectors 
(see review) 
USING imilar basic components 
to those of their well-known cabinet 
heaters, Fenton Byrn make the YE 
and VF range of fan convectors which 
have found universal favour in school 
and office building. Centrifugal fans 
only are used in these models, and 
units may be concealed, free-standing, 
or "under-bench." Front, rear, or 
top access may be provided, and in 
addition a system can, if need be, be 
built up as required from basic ·u.nits. 
Skirting heating is the latest ad-
dition to the comprehensive Fenton 
Byrn range. Comprising a multi-fin 
copper tube heating element, fixed in 
continuous circuit at the base of the 
wall, the system is simplicity itself. 
Particular attention has been paid to 
design. There is no loss of walJ space, 
and operation is economical through 
rapid response to thermostatic control. 
* * * 
THE SALES of Hattersley central 
heating regulators has now reached 
the million mark. The new style re-
gulator with long life efficiency is 
available in an enlarged range of sizes. 
With the working pressure of 150 
ft. head at 200°F., together with the 
use of tough Delrio for the headwork, 
the new range is suitable for alJ low 
pressure hot water heating installa-
tions. Long life efficiency assured by 
employing the highest manufacturing 
standards and the use of Pioneer Nu-
lip glandless ealing rings guaranteed 
leak-proof for a minimum of five 
years' service. 
Also from Hattersley (Ormskirk) 
Ltd. is their Floseal lever operated 
sleeve valve which gives bubble-tight 
closure on air at pressures up to 300 
p.s.i., and the Deltlo rad valve range. 
Irish agent is W. H. Leech & Son. 
* * :-:~ 
LAST MONTH we pictured the 
handsome Con Stor free standing 
storage heater by Bastian & Allen Ltd. 
Continued overleaf 
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The fully automatic units are available 
in four models, with connected Kw. 
load of 2, 3, 4t and 6. 
* * :;< 
THE FINRAD steel panel wall rad-
iator range is available in either single 
or double panels in a wide variety of 
sizes. Steel manufactured by the 
cold rolled process, they are tested to 
a minimum of 80 p.s.i. with high 
pressure rads getting a 140 p.s.i. test. 
These are available through the 
Irish agents, Patton Engineering En-
terprises, 30 St. Annes Road, Drum-
condra, Dublin, as are Strebel steel 
radiators and Nilovent rad air vents, 
manufactured by Thermia-Yerken. 
* * * SOLACOUST heated ceilings by 
Richard Crittall & Co. Ltd. provide 
heat by low temperature radiation, 
which method has been proved to 
have particular merits. This system 
possesses low heat storage, and thus 
satisfactorily responds to thermostatic 
control and changes in temperature of 
the heating medium. Irish agent: 
Heatovent Supply Co. 
Generally, the thermal and suspen-
sion components, excluding feeder 
mains, can be accommodated within 
a void depth of 7"- 8", leaving any 
further depth of void available for 
feeder mains and other services, such 
as ventilation, etc. 
Solacoust ceilings can be supplied 
incorporating metal or plaster tiles, 
both perforated and non-perforated, 
and in the case of plaster the patterns 
available give a wide choice of decor. 
A number of patterns are finished 
with a fine milled surface. This is 
particularly pleasing where non-
perforated tiles are used, and offers 
opportunities of forming a checkered 
pattern by arranging the milled face 
on the tiles alternately at 90°. Where 
requ.;red, Solacoust ceilings can have 
a marginal surround of in-situ plaster 
forming a cove, with the perforated 
or non-perforated plaster tiles form 
ing a panel. Also available is 
Sunztrip radiant heating. 
Please remember 
those subs 
By now I.P.H.E. readers will have had 
theIr annual Subscription renewal 
reminders. Please assist our circulation 
department by returning the Jtenewal 
Form as quickly as possible. 
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NO WAI TING WITH 
WARM EX 
ECONOMIC 
CENTRAL HEATING 
EVEN DURING PEAK PERIODS 
With Warmex there's no waiting for off-peak periods. It provides 
instant heat WHEN AND WHERE YOU WANT IT. evenly con-
trolled by time switches and automatic controls and surpassing the 
economy of electric storage heaters- without their bulk. The 
Warmex System can be easily installe:l at a very moderate cost. 
Furthermore, Warmex radiators are guaranteed for five years. 
e This unique construction is 
fully patented. 
e Easy payment plan. Personal 
loans available. 
e Installation takes only an 
average o! two days without 
any structural alterations. 
e Time clocks set to your own 
parUcular requirements. 
e Pullin thermostats control 
your heat. 
GUARANTEE 
The W ARMEX system is 
guaranteed for five years. 
e Running c o s t s are very 
economical. 
Synchronous 
Time 
Switches 
by 
ENGEL & GIBBS 
LTD. 
Timekeeping is controlled by 
high quality gears made to the 
best Swiss standard and the 
time switch is enclosed to 
p r e v en t interference or 
damage from dust or dirt. 
Sole Concessionaires in the Republic of Ireland, to whom 
all enquiries should be addressed: 
20th CENTURY ELECTRONICS 
(Ireland) LTD. 
38/39 Grafton Street, Dublin. ,Phone 70939. 
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SMALL SIZE ANTHRACITE 
FOR CENTRAL HEATING 
SOME years past th is article would 
have argued the case for domestic 
central heating itself. It is now super-
fluous to do so as the tremendous 
strides made shows that the break-
through has been achieved and that 
people fully accept the need for such. 
This general acceptance, however, the 
hardest part of the problem to be 
overcome, does not complete the good 
work. While people have been per-
suaded that central heating is not a 
luxury but a rational addition to the 
home, they still have to be convinced 
of this in practice. 
Capital and operating costs are the 
two talking points of any sales ap-
proach and unfortunately some in-
~incerity in this regard has caused 
considerable trouble in the past. We 
hold that our programme to promote 
the use of small size anthracite has 
always tried to achieve the correct 
balance in this regard and we are 
satisfied that we have been fully justi-
fied. 
There are certain cliches which it 
is essential to scotch in this article. 
Firstly, all systems, whether small 
bore, gravity, etc., are common to 
whatever boiler or heating medium 
is used. We emphasise this because 
some advertising gives the impression 
that certain advances in methods are 
exclusive .to one type of ft!i'::l. The 
basic real difference is operating costs, 
and irrespective of the system small 
size (Irish) anthracite is the most 
economic, both in operating and 
(most important) maintenance costs, of 
all the available systems. This has 
been established and we welcome any 
opportuniy to prove this conclusively. 
Other criticisms of solid fuel simply 
do not apply to small size anthracite 
systems. Modern magazine boilers 
allow for minimum labour and main-
tenance and maximum cleanliness and 
efficiency. 
There are other arguments which 
we could use, such as our fuel being 
a national product, the large employ-
----------PRODUCT REVIEW 
Replacement stocks have now ar-
rived, among them a small range of 
coke boilers, C.22W type (illustrated). 
These may later be changed over to oil 
withou,t difficulty, and some installers 
have found that the Dual-Fuel PC 22W 
series proves attractive to their clients 
for instant fuel change to oil or solid 
fuel according to circumstanes. 
The 
Buderus 
C.22W. 
·~ 
' 
from page twenty-eight. 
Quadrant Engineers, 167 Strand Rd. , 
Sandymont, Dublin 4, are sole agents 
for these Buderus boilers. 
* * * INTERNATIONAL Boilers & Rad-
iators Ltd. manufacture a range of gas 
fired boilers from 35,000 B.t.u.fhr. out-
put to 100,000 B.t.u./hr. output. Their 
Gas-Pak 35 boiler is only 36" x 14" x 
!Sf', yet gives 35,000 B.t.u.fhr. heat 
output which can be used for domestic 
hot water supplies or for small house 
central heating, and is suitable for 
Estate development and packaged deal 
systems. The Gas-Pak 50 is of similar 
design and is rated at 50,000 B.t.u.fhr. 
The Capital range of small bore 
units has been styled by one of Brit-
ain's top industrial designers, and all 
units are fully automatic with built-in 
small bore pu.mp, electric time clock 
with day and night shut down, push 
button ignition, glass lined flue ways, 
and are available as standard or bal-
anced flue models. The Capital units 
are manufactured in four sizes with 
outputs of 35,000 and 50,000, 70 ,000 
December, 1964. 
ment given by the industry, balance 
of payments, etc. These are con-
siderations we certainly should not 
lose sight of, and we hold that our 
produ.ct will stand up to any com-
petition, and that our real claims, of 
quality and efficiency, is how we 
finally want to be judged. 
COST PER USEFUL THERM: 
Coke, at 10/- per cwt., burned at 
60 % efficiency; costs 1 /3t per useful 
therm. 
Anthracite Grains at 9/- per cwt., 
burned at 75 % efficiency; costs 1ltd. 
per useful therm. 
Gas at 1/8! per therm burned at 
80 % efficiency; costs 2/4 per useful 
therm. 
Electricity at 1/1 per unit, used in 
an immersion group at 100% efficiency 
costs 2/8t per useful therm. No al-
lowance has been made for standing 
charge. 
Electricity at 0.8 per unit used in 
underfloor heating at 95 % efficiency, 
costs 2/1 per useful therm. No allow-
ance has been made for any standing 
charge. 
Oil in low pressure jet burner at 1/5 
per gallon and 75 % efficiency, costs 
1/ lt per useful therm. 
()jl in vapourising burner at 1/8 per 
gallon and 75 % efficiency, costs 1/5 
per useful therm. 
and 100,000 B.t.u./hr. 
The range has only recently been 
accepted by the Council of Industrial 
Design and models are now on dis-
play in the Design Centre, Haymarket, 
and the Scottish Design Centre. All 
models are available with a choice of 
four attractive coloured door panels, 
and stainless steel working tops which 
are offered as optional extras. 
Latest information is that the 35,000 
and 50,000 models of the Capital have 
now been approved for Se-Duct ap-
plication. The basic boilers are oo-
altered but for Se-Duct use are fitted 
with stainless steel rectangular ducts 
for combustion air inlet and flue pro-
duct outlet. 
* * * THE LATEST addition to the well 
known Perkins Mini-gas fired boiler 
range is the M.G.35, a 35,000 B.t.u./hr. 
wall-mounted boiler with balanced flue 
terminal. 
This introduction followed the suc-
cess of the Perkins Boilers Mini gas-
fired type MG.60, with a 60,000 
B.t.u./hr. capacity. In addition to the 
Continued page thirty-one. 
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Thirty 
CENTRAL HEATING 
• 
Architects, 
Engineers, 
Builders 
can now get up-to-the minute 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
at the new 
GAS HEATING 
CENTRE 
DUBLIN GAS SHOWROOMS, D'OLIER ST. 
Telephone 71811. 
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M.G.35 introduction is that of the 
Twin (120,000 B.t.u./hr.). 
Also from Perkins is the Paramou.nt 
gas-fired small bore boiler. Models 
are available here with 50,000, 75,000 
and 100,000 B.t.u./hr. ra tings. 
* * * THERE are three new Aga grav;ty 
feed boilers burning anthracite grains, 
from Allied Ironfounders Ltd. They 
feature sleek new cases and bigger 
hoppers. 
• 
... 
December, 1964. 
A new, quick acting immersion 
thermostat underlines the well known 
ability of these boilers to operate with 
precision when connected to the most 
up-to-date heating systems. The in-
tegral flue draught stabiliser has been 
enlarged so that these sophisticated 
boilers can match all but the most 
extreme flue conditions without the 
need for any other chimney modifica-
tions. A choice of colours is avail-
able. 
Pictm·ed here are (on left) the Trianco P55/ 65 boiler and the International 
Boilers and Radiators Gas-Pak (see review). 
These additions of the Aga range 
now provide a wide choice of solid 
fuel boilers from Allied ranging-
from 12,000 B.t.u./hr. SF.l2 to the 
"twenty radiator ho:u.se" GF.I25, 
THE BELL TYPE 'D' 
HIGH OUTPUT BACK BOILER 
DOMESTIC HOT WATER 
(HIGHEST OUTPU'l) 
P'LUS 
CENTRAL HEATING 
(SIMPLEST FIXING) 
The Bell Type D HIGH 
OUTPUT Back boiler unit 
has been designed to suit 
16" Bell Supaheat under-
floor draught fires or Bell 
Raised Metal Fires. These 
fires wm provide heating 
for a room of 1,500 cub. ft. 
and more and at the same 
time the boiler will pro-
vide hot water for all 
domestic purposes p 1 u s 
space beating by radiators 
in several other rooms. 
The Bell Type D High Output boiler is of welded steel 
construction and is pressure tested and guaranteed. It is 
an all round boiler with self-contained flue, damper and 
throat unit. There is an access door for easy flue cleaning. 
The whole unit is in one piece for exceptionally easy fixing. 
BACK BOILER OUTPUT: Domestic hot water and 
space heating by radiators-Domestic hot water plus 100 
sq. ft. of radiator and piping surface. An indirect cylinder 
ot 25/ 30 gallons must be used. 
Central Heating only-125 sq. ft. of radiators and piping 
surface. 
A. BELL & Co. (Eire) Ltd. 
Rere 136 BOTANIC RD., GLASNEVIN, DUBLIN 
Telephone: 373611/2 
which provides 100 gallons of hot 
water and 525 sq. ft. of radiation sur-
face. 
* * * 
A NEW domestic gas-fired boiler, 
fully automatic in control and yet not 
dependent on electricity, has been de-
signed by Thomas Potterton Limited, 
a member of the De La Rue Group. 
The new boiler, the Potterton 30 + 3, 
provides all domestic hot water and 
has the capacity to serve up to four 
average-size radiators (80 to 100 sq. 
ft. of radiating surface), plu~ releasing 
sufficient heat to warm the kitchen-
hence its name. 
Usually, with automatic boilers, it is 
necessary to have lli radiator to do this. 
Thirty thousand B.t.u./hr. heats the 
water and 3,000 B.t.u./hr. is heat into 
the air. Running costs will be com-
petitive with operating a solid fuel 
boiler of comparable size. Conven-
ience and economy are two main 
featu.res. By the simple setting of 
tappets on a clock controller, the 
boiler may work for as little as two 
hourS/ a day to provide hot water, and 
even with central heating will rarely 
extend to 12 hours. In the summer 
the boiler can do its work early in 
the morning and at the end of the 
day. 
THE Powell Duffryn domestic solid 
fuel boilers, 21 /60, Thermatic 22, and 
Super Thermatic, are suitable for 
domestic hot water supply and/or 
background heating plus domestic hot 
water. They will burn Anthracite, 
No. 3 size coke, Sunbrite or any of 
Continued page thirty-three 
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FOR AUTOMATIC 
CENTRAL HEATING 
IN SCHOOLS, COLLEGES 
AND INSTITUTIONS 
USE 
BALLIN GARRY 
SMALL SIZE ANTHRACITE 
at £9 per ton 
For every 15/- worth of heat from small size Anthracite you would spend on:-
(1) LIGHT FUEL OIL .. . ... £1 10 0 (3) ELECTRICITY (Night Storage) ... £2 18 0 
(2) MEDIUM FUEL OIL .. . .. . £1 5 0 (4) ELECTRICITY (Day Rates) ... £3 8 0 
Thirty-two 
For costings and technical advice contact: 
HEATING ADVISORY DEPARTMENT 
BALLINCiARRY COLLIERIES 
(Production) LTD. 
Gurteen, Coalbrook, Thurles, Co. Tipperary 
Tel.: BALLINGARRY (fburles) 5 and 6. 
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the manufactured fuels, also 
kitchen refuse. 
dry 
Heat outpu.ts are: 21 /60, 
B.t.u./hr.; Thermatic 22, 
B.t.u./br.; Super Thermatic, 
B.t.u.fbr. 
* * >',< 
12,600 
13,000 
15
,000 
THE CRANE Cavalier is among 
the recently introduced gas-fired 
boilers. Three boilers are available 
in this range, with ratings of 30,000, 
45,000 and 60,000 B.t.u./hr. 
These smart looking units are bu.ilt 
to fit flush with standard size kitchen 
units and are available in a choice of 
two-tone colour combinations. 
The automatic Cavalier features 
push-button igmtion and comprehen-
sive control centre. 
* * * THE TYPE D high output back 
boiler by A. Bell & Co. Ltd., of rere 
136 Botanic Road, Glasnevin, Dublin 
9, has been designed to suit the 16-inch 
Bell Supaheat underfloor draught fires, 
or Bell raised metal fires. 
Continued page thirty-five 
WITH an output of 65,000 B,l.u. / h. 
this latest addition to the Redfyre 
range ·of gas-fired central heating 
boile1·s fits into the same size cabinet 
as the 45,000 B.t.u. / h. Autogas 45. A 
small bore unit, this Redfyre Autogas 
65 incorporates a variable head circu-
lating pump and electric time clock 
with the Adatrol &:"as control and 
electric glow coil ignition to light the 
pilot flame. 
December, 1964. 
BIG GAS 
INSTALLATIONS·· 
SINCE the Dublin Gas Company 
opened their new Gas Heating 
Centre early this year and introduced 
* * * the special low gas tariff f'Or central 
heating, it I has mad1eJ considierable 
impact in Dublin. 
Included among the recent Gas 
Central Heating installations are:-
The new R.D.S. Sales Ring at Balls-
bride. 
The new B.E.A. offices at Westmore-
land Street. 
The new C.I.E. heating installations at 
Inchicore. 
Blocks of flats at Sandymount, Dartry 
Road and Zion Road. 
Wates Limited also have incorporated 
a gas central heating system in their 
new " Powerscourt Major " houses 
at Dundrum Heights. 
And the indications are that we can 
look out for further developments 
from the Gas Heating interests. 
BAXENDALE 
-the name you have learned to depend upon 
- INTRODUCE THE LATEST, MOST ECONOMICAL CENTRAL HEATING EQUIPMENT FOR 
THE HOME 
A Large Range Available From Stock, including:-
POTTE RTO .._. Jet Fully Automatic Oil Fired Boilers. Sizes I~ for Industrial use available to special order. 
POTTERTON Wall Flame Ditto. 
WILSON Wall Flame Ditto. 
I DEAL Solid Fuel Boilers of sizes normally used in the home. Sizes up to 2,000,000 B.T.U.'s available to special order. 
CRANE Ditto. 
TRIANCO Solid Fuel Automatic Boilers. 
BAXENDALE & CO. LTD. 
PARKRAY "Open Fire Be?ind Glass" Stoves and Bmlers. 
* Domestic Boilers and Stoves of the 
following makes: 
IDEAL, BEESTON, RAYBURN, 
CONQUEST, COURTIER, COUNTY, 
ROMESSE, WILLIS, RONDO, BAXI 
FIRES AND BOILERS 
BEANCO HOME HEAT OUTFITS 
Consisting of a Basic Unit and your choice 
of Open Fire and Large Back Boiler, from 
a range in stock. This Unit is sumcient 
to provide comfortable background heat-
ing in the home. 
OPIOMATIC, OPIOMATIC JUNIOR and OPIXY 
CffiCULA TING PUMPS. Large S t o c k s of 
RADIATORS and VALVES. 
PLUMBERS MERCHANTS BUILOERS PROVIDERS 
Capel Street, Dublin. 'Ph. 76711 (15 lines) 
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FC 204 Pressure jet Oil Burner Boiler 
Owing to the popular demand for an oil fired 
Central Heating unit with an output of 60/65 ,000 
BTU's per hour, the Package Boiler Burner illu-
strated here is now on offer. 
This unit, the product of FRANCIA and 
CHAPPEE, two well-known names in Ireland, 
fills a gap in the lower output range of pressure 
jet oil burners which i1 below the popular 25 F 
FRANCIA Oil Burner. 
The boiler is a cast iron sectional type with 
hammer finish blue enamel insulating jacket and is 
complete with bricking and a swivel smoke outlet 
for connecting to a flue from any angle. The 
pressure burner b the well-known FRANCIA 
J 35 and the entire unit is complete with photo-
resistance controls and boilerstat. 
PRICE £116-0-0. 
This unit may be seen at the Irish Heating Centre, 
19 Dame Street, Dublin, 2. 
* 
This Package Unit is backed by a first-class 
service organisation 
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS APPLY TO:-
IRISH TECHNICAL & PRODUCTION CO. LTD. 
Thirty -four 
25 Upper Mount Street, Dublin, 2 
Telephone: 62636 and 63421 
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The back boiler will provide dom-
estic hot water p lus 100 sq. ft. of 
radiator and p iping surface or, in the 
case of central heating on ly, 125 sq. 
ft. of rad and piping surface. 
~< * * 
T HE t wo new gas-fired warm-air cen-
tra l heating units recently int roduced 
by Ra diation C.ent r a l Heatin~t Ltd., t h e 
Ductair G.2301 (conventional flue 
model) and the G.2303 (available for 
balan ced flue and SE-Ducts), a re 
exceptionally Q.uiet in operation. The 
air circulating centrifu~:"al fan and 
motor assembly a re resiliently mounted 
a nd :the motor is capab le of voltage 
a djustment by a slide wire r esistor to 
r educe fan power where an a pplication 
calls for a ver y short warm a ir duct in g. 
SEVEN out of every 100 homes in 
Britain now have some form of cen-
tral heating. Of these, about one-
third use electricity-most of the elec-
trical systems having been installed 
during the last five years. These are 
among the findings reported in the lat-
est survey carried out on behalf of 
" Woman " magazine by the Odhams 
Press Research Division of the Inter-
nati-onal Publishing Corporation. 
REPORT ON COMPETITION 
FOR A TOWN 
SOCIAL CENTRE 
The response to the invitation to 
com~te was very disappointing. 
Only two entries were received and, 
regrettably, the Assessors were un. 
able to recommend the Issue of any 
awards as certain important con-
ditions' and instructions were dis-
regarded and therefore both entries 
had to be excluded from the com-
petition. 
e Mr. Crampton was the 
sponsor of this competition 
and he wishes to announce 
that the Assessors have kindly 
consented to act for another 
competition with altered con-
ditions. Details will be an-
nounced in the press some 
time next spring. 
December, 1964 . 
Kosangas 
Blowtorches 
for every plumbing job ! 
There's a wide range of Kosangas 
blow-torches. for all types of plumb-
ing work. They're far more efficient 
than the conventional types. 
The Kosangas TH3 and TH4 high pressure blow-
torches are specially designed for paint-burning, pre-
heating and soldering. 
The Bullfinch Mark II has a full range of heads, 
including soldering attachment. Use Kosangas blow-
torches, with the small Kosangas portable cylinder, 
also for roof-felting, jointing of plastic pipes, and other 
heating needs. 
A plumber's portable furnace with wind protected 
burner is available. 
Send for details to: McMullans Kosangas Ltd., 
1 Upper O'Connell St., Dublin . Tel: Dublin 40761-4. 
IRISH 
LABOUR 
SKILL 
CAPITAL 
STEEL 
--or---. 
Are these four essential ingredients used 
in the products you order ... ? Be certain 
they are- by specifying bolts and nuts from 
METAL 
PRODUCTS 
liD For. the future BUY miSH 
Thirty-five 
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BIG NEWS FOR OUR NORTHERN 
IRELAND READERSHIP 
PLANS are now complete for the 
launching with next month's 
I.P.H.E. of our centre Supplement 
on tinted paper which will be de-
voted entirely to Domestic and 
Industrial Heating, Plumbing, V en-
tilating and Air Conditioning in 
Northern Ireland. 
This new, extended section will include 
a greatly enlarged Northern " Trade 
2496 Deck Pattern Pillar Cock 
~* Bath, Sink Bl 
Topics" coverage and specially com-
missioned technical articles by 
leading trade personalities in the 
area. 
This development follows representa-
tions from trade interests who are 
anxious that the journal should 
provide a wider coverage in keeping 
with the extensive nature of the 
industry in Northern Ireland, and it 
Basin Fittings 
SPERRYN & CO. LTD. 
Thirty-six 
Water F ittings S ection, Showell R d. Works, Wolverhampton, Staffs. 
Tel.: Wolverh ampton 33224-7. Telex: 33138. 
C. B . SHERIDAN. 
10. Herbert Pla ce, Dublin. 2. 
.&gents ! or the Republic of I reland. 
T elephone 66283. 
london Off1ce and Warehou"se : - r-
131 Great Suffolk St., London, S.E I. 
Telephone : HOP 0131. Tele• 24797 . 
represents 
editorial 
I.P.H.E. 
another stage in the 
development of the 
The new section will introduce a 
contributors' panel of well-known 
figures in the industry. The panel 
will include: Mr. W. H. Tanner, 
President of the Heating and Plumb-
ing Employers' Association of North-
em Ireland; rMr. F. R . McBride, 
A.M.I.Mech.E., M.Inst.F.; Mr. J. A. 
Willis, President Northern Ireland 
Master Plumbers' Association, and 
Mr. Bill Maginnis. 
New contributors 
W. H. Tanner 
F. R. McBride. 
Bill Maginnis. 38
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We conclude 
here J. L. Fitzgerald's 
special review survey of 
December, 1964 . 
DUST AND WASTE 
COLLECTING PLANT 
IV. Elimination of Fly Ashes With 
Incinerators. THE elimination of smoke and fly 
ashes from incinerator is a 
delicate problem. 
The careless operation, chiefly by 
incompetent help, calls for extra pre-
caution in designing. Also, the fact 
that the prime benefits of these fur-
naces rest with the removal of waste, 
at least expense, with the least amou.nt 
of labour and in the shortest possible 
time, greatly increases the difficulties. 
Feeding the incinerators at adequate 
intervals and in correct amounts is an 
Utopia! However, the arrangement 
for settling of fly ashes and also 
smoke prevention must be based on 
sound technical principles. The fol-
lowing is a guide to what is needed 
and how the fly ash problem can best 
be curbed. 
There are two principal ways of 
settling solids out of air and gas 
treams (except some very minute 
particles that require elaborate appar-
atus, which is beyond the cope of 
di cus ion). One is change of direc-
tion and the second change of velocity 
of the medium. The underlying 
effective force for both is the momen-
tum of inertia (centrifu,_gal force). 
Change of direction is only effective 
in conjunction with chanee of velocity 
Of the gas stream. This principle is 
illustrated by the analogy with sedi-
mentation of impurities in water. 
IN a pipe of a given internal area, 
no matter whether a straight run or 
coil is used and practically independent 
of the length (save for reduction of 
velocity through friction), practically 
no sedimentation of solids takes place. 
Enlargement of a section of such coil 
- whether straight run or curved sec-
tion- will effect sedimentation. The 
amount settled out depends (consider-
ing particles of same size and specific 
gravity) mainly on the reduction of 
velocity of the stream and arrange-
ment of retaining separated particles 
in settling space. 
The same is true for flu.:! gases. 
Here we may state that the length of 
the travel of the gases is of very 
little influence on the settling process. 
The most important featur-e is the 
change of velocity. A repetition of 
velocity changes-provided adequate 
provision is made for retention of the 
settled particles-has proven far 
superior to directional changes. 
Fig. 1 arrangement has proven the 
most efficient. It offers the best 
chance for sedimentation and also 
practically prohibits the re-entering 
of once eliminated particles in the 
flue gases. 
Close observation of the afore-
mentioned points and proper dimen-
sioning of the various passages and 
chambers will provide reasonable 
elimination of fly ashes to a practical 
inoffensive degree. 
Of particular importance, also, is 
the relation of the distance the gases 
must travel through each pass (a) to 
the cross section (x). In fig. (2) 
arrangement ( l) the velocity of the gas 
stream will not be materially reduced 
when the dimension (a) is smal L in 
comparison to the cross section (x). 
In fig . (2), arrangement 2, the proper 
relation seems to be that the dimen-
ion (a) shall be at least equal to the 
FIG. I. 
square root of the cross section (x). 
(see illustrations opposite). 
For extraordinary conditions, the 
are other mechanical and electrical 
means obtainable- flue gas washer, 
electronic sedimentation, etc. Such 
are only suggested in special cases. 
V. Gas-An Ideal Auxiliary Fuel 
for Incinerators. 
THE fuel value of the average mix-
ture of refuse is sufficient to maintain 
proper incineration, at least in the 
majority of cases. However, there are 
times when the moisture content of 
the refuse increases to such a degree 
as to inhibit combustion or even stop 
it. Such conditions occur in the 
average installation. So provision 
must be made to allow the use of 
additional fuel- preferably gas , 
though oil is often used. The inter-
mittent use of additional fuel, often 
necessary for only short periods, in-
dicates the use of gas as the most 
practical form of auxiliary fuel. 
Furthermore, a cleaner and more con-
venient fuel than gas cannot be found, 
since bottled gas is so widely used. 
The cost of gas as an auxiliary fuel is 
not high, as incinerators properly de . 
signed for this purpose can be oper-
ated very economically. 
There are certain conditions that 
must prevail for the efficient use of 
continued page thirty-nine 
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NEW ARIC TANK CON-
TENTS GAUGE WITH 
REMOTE READING UP 
TO 100FT. 
LTD 
* YOU HAVE INSTRUMENTATION 
PROBLEMS OR REQUIREMENTS? 
Our wide range of ARIC Instruments 
cover all types of measurement and 
control of pressure and temperature. 
* YOU HAVE INSTRUMENTS FOR 
REPAIR? 
Why not can ·in ARIC and make use of 
our wide repair facilities here in Dublin. 
* YOU HAVE INSTRUMENTS ON 
SITE THAT REQUIRE MAIN-
TENANCE? 
Our highly skilled outside maintenance 
unit can repair on site. 
ARIC TRANSMITTING PRESSURE 
GAUGE WITH STAINLESS STEEL 
DETACHABLE DIAPHRAGM 
ARIC (IRELAND) LTD., 6 MONTACUESTREET, DUBLIN 2. TEL.: 53821/55510 
The Ain. Automatic Air Eliminator 
is especially suitable for domestic 
* A~TDNATie I 
~ 
* ~£~y l~W PRICE I 
-1f ~ELIABL£ TN~~ • 
SIHPi.ICIT)' / ~ 
:Jt SAFE t:1P£RA~tt~N I 
and commerc~al radiators, retails at 7s. brass, 8s. 
chromium plated. The ~in. size, suitable for heavy 
duty, at only £1 19s. 1d. costs between 30 % and 100 % 
less than any other- and does a better job ! No 
mechanical parts to corrode, bind or freeze ! 
Write for full 
details .. 
7 hirty-eight 
MIDLAND INDUSTRIES lTD. 
. Heath Town Works, Wolverhampton. Tel: 23901 
AIR 
ELIMINATORS 
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from page thirty-seven 
gas in an incinerator. 
To bring the beat from the ga 
flame into intimate and prolonged 
contact with the refu.se, it was for-
merly the custom to locate the gas 
burners below the grates. This loca-
tion had undesirable features. Jt 
tended to burn out the grates. Fur-
ther, it provided no ignition for the 
gases arising from the top of the fuel 
bed. Finally, it made the use of 
safety controls impractical. 
M oDERN practice is to place the 
blast type gas burner in the side of the 
incinerator. This practice provides rad-
iant beat to dry out the wet materials 
and also ignites the unburnt gases 
from the fuel bed after these gases 
have had a chance to mix with the 
necessary secondary air to make them 
combustible. These burning gases 
further heat the brickwork which gives 
more radiant heat t01 help in drying. 
In order to efficiently utilize the heat 
from a gas burner, located at the side 
of an incinerator, it is most important 
that efficient control of draught is 
effected. Flue-fed incinerators are 
notorious for their excessive draught 
and it is extremely important that a 
barometric damper at least equal in 
chain to the inside dimension of the 
flue be installed in the flue in order 
to keep the draught to a minimum, 
so that a maximum of the available 
heat is retained in the incinerator. 
Due to the declining use of the flue-
fed incinerator, because of rulings for-
bidding the use of this type of incin-
erator by Air Pollution Control De-
partments, further review of such 
equipment is not indicated. 
Larger destructors, Class III. and 
IV., are best equipped with bla t fur-
naces. These may be located above 
the grate area, directing the flame into 
the fuel bed. However, special means 
should be provided to utilize the heat 
value of the gas flame most efficiently. 
Currently the burner is placed 
slightly over the normal fuel bed and 
located to assure combustion of gases 
from fresh refuse as well as acceler-
ate evapouration of moi ture. Loca-
tion of burner towards rear of in-
cinerators also assure ignition of u.n-
burnt volatiles. 
This particular type of furnace has 
proved extremely efficient in medical 
institutions and hospitals, where car-
case of experimental animals, wet 
pathogenic matter from operating 
theatres, etc., are to be incinerated. 
Further, the use of the step grate de-
Side view 
arrangement (1). 
sign of J. Goder arrangement, 
doing away with any need· for drying 
arches, assures comolete utilization of 
all fixed fuel conta{ned in the refuse. 
This advantage, coupled with the effic-
ient utilization of the heat from the 
gas burners, reduces gas consumption 
to a surprisingly low figu.re. 
For larger installations multiple 
burners are preferred and in such cases 
the location of these in the rear of 
the fu.rnace has proven most desirable. 
A calorific efficiency of up to 60 % 
can be obtained with properly designed 
and located gas burners. Such effic-
ient utilization of gas reduces the cost 
to a negligible figure. It has been 
proved over the past forty years that 
the use of gas is the cheaoest aux 
iliary fuel for Destructors. -
There are many factors to be con-
sidered in the location of gas burners 
in the larger units (Destru.ctors), 
especially where secondary chamber 
temperature has to be keot around 
1 ,500 °F. to insure smokele;s incinera-
tion. Effective draught control is ac-
complished by means of a guillotine 
or sliding damper in conjunction with 
a barometric damper, with both dam-
pers being installed in the breeching. 
The deep fuel bed of domestic in-
cinerators cau es distillation of vola-
tiles in the upper layers of refuse when 
the burning process starts. These 
malodorous fumes rising from the fuel 
bed must be prevented from escaping 
out of the chimney and contaminating 
the neighbourhood. 
A hollow part1t10n is provided 
through which these combustible 
fumes and gases are drawn into the 
flame, where they burn completely. 
A gas bypass is provided that leads 
part of the gas flame into the flame 
port to assure ignition of malodorous 
gases as soon as incineration is started. 
Larger models incorporate the same 
features and similar gas-burning 
equipment. 
December, 1964 . 
4 
Side view 
arrangement (2). 
VI. Fundamen~als in Establishing 
Design Criteria. Standard 
computations. 
As the nature and composition of 
refuse changes daily or hourly, em-
pirical factors must be found that 
approximate the variable conditions. 
To illustrate this by way of example 
- one poul!ld of combustible may re-
quire lOlbs. or 15lbs. of air, while 
another sample may need far less. 
Apart from the theoretical air supply, 
based on the chemical analysis, the 
physical properties of the heterogen-
ous material must be considered. 
This again varies and thus the resist-
ance in the fuel bed and air ad-
mission changes. 
THE most practical and best way to 
meet the various changes is to base 
the air requirements on the B.T.U. 
contents (not on chemical composition) 
except in special cases where a de-
finite material is to be consumed. 
Considering that one pound of car-
bon requires approximately 12lb.s of 
air for complete combustion and that 
hydrogen requires approximately 
135lbs. of air, also that refuse con-
tains some fuel oxygen, nitrogen, 
sulphur, etc., etc., all in variable 
quantities, we must conclude that an 
empirical factor approximating the 
extreme conditions is desirable, for 
practical purposes. 
A formula used in boiler or oil 
burner practice is to find the amount 
of air needed in cubic feet by dividing 
the B.T.U. contents by 100. This 
figure may serve for commercial fuel 
bu.t it has been found to prove inad~ 
equate in incinerator oractice due to 
the changes in the calorific value of 
the components. 
The fact that the thermal efficiency 
of an incinerator does not need con-
sideration for economical heat re-
covery, restriction of excess air i les 
important. The main object is to 
Continued overleaf 
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achieve conditions favourable for a 
complete odourless and smokeless 
combustion. It has been found from 
experience that the average useful 
figure, serving the widest range, for 
mixed refuse is about 15lbs. per 10,000 
B.T.U. Thus:-
Lbs. air required for combustion 
per lb. of refuse 
(l) = B.T.U.jlb. refuse x 15Ibs. air 
10,000 B.T.U. 
Determination of Temperature.- To 
determine proper limits for heat re-
lease, the nature of the material to be 
burned must be taken into considera-
tion. The combustion process of an 
incinerator may be considered as a 
two-stage process. The first stage 
comprises desiccation and distillation 
of the volatile components; the second, 
combustion of the solid fuel particles 
and combustion of volatiles. The 
heat release in a well designed incin-
erator, due to the predominance of 
volatile fuels in the refuse (wood, 
paper, fats oils, etc.) may be as high 
in the secondary combustion chamber 
as in the primary chamber. 
Since space does not allow us to 
develop the following formulas for 
the determination of furnace tem-
perature, we give the simple formula 
as follows:-
(2) T = H 
----
.25 (1 + b) 
Where: 
T = Furnace temperature . 
H = B.T.U. of refuse per lb. 
b = Air for combustion in pounds per 
lb. of refuse (see formula). 
The factor .25 is the average 
specific heat of flue gases due to their 
moisture content. The factor 1 re-
presents llb. of refuse. Example:-
Formula (1): 
Calorific value of refuse = 6,000 B.T.U. 
lbs. 
Air needed = 6,000Xl5 = 9lbs./lb. 
refuse. 
10,000 
Formula (2): 
T = 6,000 
. 25 (1 + 9) 
2,040 F. 
The temperature determination does 
not take into consideration the losses 
from radiation; also. losses from evap-
oration of temperature rise of the 
moisture, nor the losses due to bring-
ing refuse up to the flame ignition 
Forty 
WASTE, DUSli 
COLLECTING 
PLANt 
from previous page 
point. Thus formula (2) requires 
revision:-
Formula (3): 
T = H - 30% 
. 25 (1 + 9) 
where 30 % equals 
average heat loss. 
Example: Calorific value of refuse 
6,000 B.T.U.jlb. Jess 30 % or 
4,200 B.T.U./Ib. 
Air needed = 91bs./lb. refuse. 
T = 4,200 4.200 
.25 (1 + 9) 2.5 
It is evident that the losses increase 
with the size of the heat-absorbing 
surfaces, also with the number and 
size of charging or stoking doors-
not to mention the fact that the doors 
are quite often kept open longer than 
necessary. 
To reduce heat loss, the following 
points must be considered:-
(a) Charging arrangement should be 
designed to offer greatest con 
venience to allow the refuse to 
be quickly charged. (Thus finger-
tip control). 
(b) Reducing heat- absorbing and 
transmitting surfaces in the ig-
nition of combustion zone by 
properly constructed and sized 
furnace chambers. 
The size and volume of the com-
bustion chamber deoends also on other 
considerations. The following points 
must be kept in mind:- Refuse of 
low calorific value with a high moist-
u.re content calls for a sma)) chamber 
to reflect heat and reduce heat ab-
sorption. On the other hand, for a 
long flame, fuel such as wood, paper, 
etc., larger chambers should be pro-
vided . 
With increased capacity of furnace, 
these variables decrease or rather can 
be considered so. It must be con-
sidered that an incinerator, to be prac-
tically useful, must allow wide var-
iation in fuel consumption and rela-
tive quantities. A happy medium 
must be found . 
APPENDIX. 
Incinerato~ Selection Cbart.-With 
the sole exception of incinerators for 
residences (Class 1) all icinerators are 
rated in term of "pounds per hour," 
and are classified according to u.se . 
To select an incinerator:-
]. Determined Amount (in pounds) 
and nature (type 1, 2, 3, etc., wa te) 
of refuse to be incinerated daily by 
"on the site" survey. Divide the 
number of hours incinerator will 
be in operation into " total pounds 
per day " to determine pounds per 
hour. 
2. Select incinerator size nearest to the 
calculated "pound per hour " 
(from an incinerator chart). 
Type Waste is clearly defined in 
I.I.A. catalogue. Generally Type I 
is rubbish. 
Type 2 is a mixture of wet and dry 
material. 
, 3 is garbage. 
4 is animal solids and organic 
wastes. 
5 and 6 are special. 
Directory of Manufacturers, 
1965 Agents, Representatives 
and Distributors 
e Readers are requested to notify this office of any additions, 
alterations or amendments for entries in the 1965 Directory . 
e A limited number of copies of this year's edition are available 
on request for checking. 
e Address correspondence to: " Irish Plumbing & Heating 
Engineer," 13-15 Dame Street, Dublin, 2. 
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"THE DUBOIS PLASTIC 
TRAP ,, (Regtl.) 
Provn. Pat. No. 38070/60. 
l f' and l f' diam. x lf' seal "S" and "P" BLACK HIGH DENSITY 
PLASTIC TRAPS 
Orthodox Shape! 
Smooth Bore Tubular construction. 
Outlets can be turned through 220°. 
A two-piece trap at a one-piece price. 
Outlet on 'S' trap turned to inlet forms 
a through-bore bottle trap. 
Frost and damage resisting. 
Light weight = lower transportation costs. 
Manufactured oy:-
THE DU BOIS COMPANY LIMITED 
15 Britannia Street, London, W.C.l 
Telephone No.: TERminus 6624-S. Telegraphic Address: " Bleitrap, London.'' 
UNIVERSAL 
FABRICATORS 
LIMITED 
STORAGE 
TANKS 
UNLIMITED 
for fuel oil 
kerosene 
petrol 
also 
PIPELINES 
WELDED PLATE 
STRUCTURES 
to 
A.P.I. & ASME 
Plliiiiiiiiiii:::l spec ifi cations 
Sales Distributors 
Carthorn (1949) ltd 
Commercial Buildings, Dame St., Dublin l 
Distributors for Northern Ireland: W. D. CRAIG & CO., Crown Chambers, 6<1 Royal Ave., Belfast, 1. 
Published by Irish Trade and Technical Publications Ltd., Callaghan Chambers, 13-15 Dame st Dublin 2 
Printed by The Greyhound and Sporting Press Ltd .. Davls Road, Clonmel. ·• ' · 
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SATCHWEll 
CONTROLS 
Can you offer heating with a// these advantages to your customers? With 
Satchwell behind you. you can. This sort of servic~ builds goodwill fast 
-and increased goodwill means increased profits. 
Satchwell automatic controls make every central heating installation a 
luxury installation. No more fiddling with valves. No more futile attempts 
to predict changes in the weather. No more coming home to an icy cold 
house or a stuffy. overhot one. No more was.ted fuel. Satchwell controls 
can eliminate all these inconveniences- and they can do it chea.ply. A 
control system giving independent control of upstairs and downstairs 
temperatures adds only 5%- 10% to the overall cost of the average 
domestic heating installation. 
Satchwell controls are easy to sell - our booklet 'Forget the weather' 
does it for you- and there are controls for every type of installation, 
small-bore or gravity-flow, oil. gas or solid-fuel. 
Write for full details and a supply of 'Forget the weather' to send to your customers. 
SATCHWELL CONTROL SYSTEMS LTD 
Slough, Buckinghamshire. Slough 23961 
/ll A Member of the Elliott-Automation group 
. 1 
\ 
\ 
i 
\ 
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